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ABSTRACT

In 1965 the U. S. Naval Safety Center, Norfolk, Virginia furded the first of a
series of studies of human error in aircraft accidents, entitled "Human Error
Research and Analysis Program (HERAP),"because human error caused accidents
still accounted for an average of 55% of the total and constituted a secondary

_______*___ - I.__________

The program began with a detailed systems analysis of the Navy accident report-
ing program and the pilot training program. With the cooperation of several
departments of the Navy a data bank was prepared, which contained personal
data, training data and individual flight time data for each of 17,000 Navy
pilots. It also contained all mishap data from 1962 to 1968. This data was
merged into a single file and manipulated by various statistical proqrams
developed or modified for HERAP. An Exposure Index was developed to equalize
individual exposure to risk.

A study was performed to establish possible relationships between a pilot's
mishap record and his education, training, demographic characteristics, and
flying experience, and to test the distribution of mishaps of the pilots for
randomness. Each pilot's mishap record was compared to the cumulative binomial
distribution to establish a safety rating based on the probability that he should
have had a worse mishap record by chance alone. A second safety rating was
developed by comparing expected and actual mishaps for each pilot. Using a
stepwise regression analysis, a study was made of the functional dependence of
the safety ratings on the data. The highest multiple correlation coefficient
was obtained by predicting the binomial ranking from the variables age, months
of combat, last year of combat, rank, and type flying experience.

7atigue, while frequently citec. as a contribution factor in accidents remains
an elusive element in terms of definition, recognition, measurement, prediction
and alleviation.

Fatigue, defined as "The degradation in performance or affective state, resulting
from .previous work," was explored in 1968 - 1969 in a complex simulation experi-
ment using an anti-submarine warfare flight trainer. Light work load over two
hours and heavy work load over eight hours were imposed upon four professional

-crews. Each crew was in a controlled work environment 24-hours a day over a
2-week period. Psychological, physiological, biochemical, and performance
measures were taken for individual and crew as a group.

Some statistically significant effects in the physiological and blood chemistry
measures were found. Bartlett's hypothesis in regard to increased variability
of performance and perceptual breakup, and the activation pattern hypothesis
were to some extent verified, although it was indicated that heavier or longer
loads would be needed for greater significance.



In a second study in 1969 - 1970, a state of fatique, induced by continuous
performance of tasks over prolonged working time, was studied in a laboratnry
environment. The tasks were selected to rese,•ble the airborne activities
1.rCESiiiY LU C1 l,1UZrIgd AW mi1ssion.

(HWL) group worked without rest for approximately 18 hours ajnd 12 different
subjects in 3 Low Work Load (LWL) group worked for the same till! [ but were
pen,,itted ea,.jal time on and off work, such that their workload wa, approxiiiotely
one-half that of tne HWL group. Psychological, physiological, bioc.hemical, and
verfor-ance measires were taker fojr each individual subject.

Performance Jecrement was obtairied for tne HWL reflectinq at lea~t moderate
fatigue. A specially designed Discrete Tracking Task was the most sensitive
index of fatiue. The task was moderately difficult with almost excpqsive temporal
denands. The •WL .grýýuP also made larger tie estimation errors late in the
session thar the LWL group. No other psychological,bicchenmical, or physiological
variable was correlated with perfornance decren"ert (Fati.jue) ir this study.
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g
PART I

BACKGROUND SUMMARY

INTRODUCT ION
In July, 1965 Douglas Aircraft Company, Long Beach. California, submitted a pro-
posal to the Navy Safety Center, Norfolk, Virginia. for a short-term investigation
of, and planning of, a long-term study of an Aircraft Accidents and Development
of Accident Prevention Program. The study, entitled, "Human Error Research and
Analysis Program (HERAP)", was the first of a series of HERAP studies performed
s~nce that time. This report reviews and summarizes those studies.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF NAVAL AIRCRAFT SAFETY

In the first few years of Aviation success was the criterion by which flights were
judged. If it worked, it was repeated - if not, changes were made. This same
criterion was dominant when the U.S. Navy formed its first Aeronautical Organiza-
tion under Captain Washington Chambers in October of 1910. In November, 1910
Eugene Ely made the first take-off from the deck of a ship, and in January, 1911
landed a hydroplane beside a ship, was hoisted aboard, lowered into the water,
and took off to successfully return to shore.

Safety was a conscious part of these efforts - by 1912 Captain Chambers was speak-
ing of the need for mechanical devices to aid the pilot "which will perform .
the things he is prone to do indifferently, especially under the strain of fatigue

In that same year, Captain Chambers brought about the first catapult
launching - haval Aviation was on its way.

Sy 1916, efforts were well under way to standardize personnel and aircraft design,
production, inspection, and testing. While numerous safety orders and regulations
were issued, one essential item - thorough record keeping - was lagging. The
earliest preserved accident record was a 5 x 6 card written on one side.

An Aviation Medical Research Board was formed in 1917 and immediately established
a Research Laooratory at Hazelhurst Field, Mineola, Long Island. In 1939, the
Navy established a School of Aviation Medicine and Research at Pensacola, Florida.
Throughout the years, from the end of the World War I, to the beginning of World
War II, standards for the selection and training of pilots continued to improve.
However, Armstrong (1952)* states, "The increased performance of aircraft
attained by about 1930 resulted in a situation wherein the human element in
flight was becoming the weakest link in the chain!" A remark which appears to be
no less true today.

T'HE BACKGROUiND FOR THE HERAP STUDIES

As early as 1955, the Navy Safety Center had requested assistance in planninq for
personnel and equipment to improve the analysis of Navy Accident Data. The result-
ing report stimulated further efforts by Safety Center personnel and culminated
in 1965 when additional personnel and equipment were authorized and the HERAP
effort was funded.

(*) As quoted in HERAP, First Planning Study, UAC, I•96



The HERAP effort was based on the fact that while the general trend of Navy air-
craft accidents was downward, the percent of those accidents attributed to human
error was consistently greater than 50% of the total. More than two-thirds of
the Navy aircraft accidents have human factors listed as a rnntributsngc -Vuse.
The effort zxpunded to reduce this factor, however, has been historically too
little in proportion to its importaice. The effort to reduce accidents and eir
as sociae I ~i"_add-wt~-w a L rate rose In

ý - Fiscal 1966 after many years of annual reduction.

Reference 2 describes the change as follows:

"The downward trend in the All Navy Accident rate was interrupted in Fiscal 1966.
While flying 3,739,856 hours, 475 accidents occurred with a resulting accident
rate of 1.27 compared to 457 and a rate of 1.25 in Fiscal 1965. Although the
rate increase was very small, Fiscal 1966 was the first year since the Korean War
years that an improvement was not experienced in the All Navy rate, making this
the third time in twenty years that the accident rate has increased (the last two
occurrences were in Fiscal Years 1951 and 1952)."

The primary objectives of the HERAP investigations were:

a. to identify and describe those characteristics which
differentiate successful pilots from unsuccessful pilots
in terms of their susceptibility to accidents and their
contribution to fleet readiness;

b. once identified, tc order these characteristics into meaningful
relationships for the purpose of prediction and control.

The research objectives inclbded short, intermediate and long-term investigations
leading toward the ideal goal of eliminating aircraft accidents.

The HERAP Planning Study

The first HERAP Planning Study inve.,tigated information sources and requirements
within the Naval establishment. A preliminary mission-system-task analysis was
performed on an A-4 aircraft ferry mission to demonstrate its applicability to
human error accident investigations. Data reporting and analysis procedures were
reviewed and the literature on accidents was reviewed. A program for the develop-
ment of improved data gathering was proposed, as well as a computer system adequate
to the task facing the Naval Safety Center (NSC).

One of the critical elements of the Planning study was an analysis of resource
requirements sufficient to predict measurable gains in understanding and alleviat-
ing human error as a cause of accidents. The generalized model of the plan in
shown in Figure 1. Also recommended were five critical areas of concern about which
sufficient knowledge is lacking, but which are generally believed to be closely
related to human error. Among these are fatigue, disorientation, carrier landing,
collision avoidance and an index of exposure for flying in the U.S. Navy.

1-2
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Figure 1. General 
Model of Human Error Research
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The Philosophical Foundations of HERAP Research

During the initial HERAP investigations, in which many activities interested
in the Naval Aviation safety were visited, viewpoints on accident reduction
due to human error could be surmarized in three philosophical approaches.

The first was one which states that a method to reduce the frequency of mishaps
is to _ de tact nd- m . oootherare-,
proficient enough for the demanded flying tasks. A second was to detect and
remove the equipment and procedural stressors whiý., in some way caused personnel
to fail in their tasks. A third was that problems causing mishaps wjuld show up
in data in an empirical fashion and special studies could then be instigated to
deal with them. Each of these points of view has a place in any systematic
program, but none stands on its own feet.

In the first case, proficiency is a function of innate characteristics, training
and task difficulty. If selection chooses personnel whose capabilities are
adequate to be modified by training procedures to a level sufficient for the
defined task, and the training is itself adquately structured with regard to the
task, detection and removal of personnel for lack of proficiency will apply
only to those who are not performing when they well could; that is we are
confining ourselves to motivational and command deviations. On the other hand, if
selection and training are not adequately matching personnel and task, the
problem of urgency is not only detection and removal of personnel, but of
restructuring selection and training procedures.

In the second case, the equipment factor follows the same argument. Equipment
which induces operational mishap through poor design should most certainly be
modified and replaced, but there will always be an operator who can use it without
difficulty. How can we insure that equipment is..designed for the capabilities of
operators without knowing something about expected performance of our population
over the range of equipment?

The third is the most common approach. It is reflected in the wide variety of
data categories found in the files of organiztions concerned with safety. Cate-
gories are based on detected hazards and not on predicted ones. Where this is true,
the range of variables connected with a particular item might be large in real
life, but the range used for study is nevitably small.

The approach in the HERAP studies was one which stated that we should establish
knowledge of the capabilities of the individual and grouped personnel in regard to
the current and predicted tasks which they must perform. For personnel already
in the system, data existed from selection, training, readiness and operational
sources as to capabilities of certain sorts. It was possible that by statistical
study we might relate mishaps to these measured capabilities. Some of this work
had been done and more begun, notably at Pensacola. But knowledge of capability
in regard to future and predicted specific tasks had not been carried out except
in isolated studies. Thus we attempted to isolate the tasks in some systematic
way, update these over the long term, and establish levels of expected performance
for them.

1-4



HUMAN ERROR

It is of little use to attempt the description of a lonq range accident preven-

human error is. Like many terms, this one has a stigmatic connotation
related to "making a mistake" and this is unfortunate, for "making a mistake"
is somewhat a dichotomous notion assuming that there are only two conditions
of consideration, right and wrong.

Because, until now. the primary effort in human error research has been an
effort to aid in the desion of reliable systems, it has been concentrated in
the areas of system design and development. Studies by Cooper, 1961- Melster,
1962; Willis, 1962 gave impetus to the consideration of the impact of human
error on system performance. It thus became necessary to measure the operators
potentiality for failure (that is, his potentiality for error) so that this
could be combined with those of other system components, to give a true
indication of total system reliability. Consequently, human error has been
defined within the framework of system design and development, due to these
utility goals.

Human error in the usual context of the operator, is necessarily a wide all
inclusive term which emphasizes the frailty of the operator without recognizing
that there is a "human system" which can fail. The hutran system failure is
pinpointed when the operator does not complete, suc:essfjlly, tie required
operation. The "human system" complexity has stymied many studies, all gen-
eralized solutions, and made significant progress in corrective actions very slow.

S-uman error in this context, has been defined in terrs of four categories:

1. Incorrect performance of a required action

2. Failure to perform the required action

3. Out-of-seauence performance of a required action

4. Performance of a non-recuired action.

These are actually cat gories of mishaps and are constrained by one
qualification: the error must have some significant effect upon the system
as a whole or upon some behavioral component of the system or it must be
considered as not significant. Further, "reversible" errors corrected
prior to system damage are not significant. Human Error, in this context,
th2n, has been defined as any deviation from a system performance
standard which is caused directly or indirectly by an operator and which
has significant consequences to the system ooeration in which it was
made.

|'|-•
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worhwh Ie LU Ldke LrIe QdLegoricdI defi nit0ions ot hluman errorU usedin system design to work with in HERAP so that a Lontinui ty Of
~~deflnt-.i t__euis &,J
oper'ational systems in being and both "reversible" dnd "active" error
miust be considered. A reversible error today may be the seed of tuivorrowas
accident, as in a near miss. Human error research in systems design
is concerned witLh quantification in a manner similar to equipment, so
that reliability estimates for design can be made. In the prevention of
accidents in the operational phase of a system, somie other catogories must
also be considered.

Some current Methods of Human Error Analysis and Predictability have
been presented by:

1. Altman et al, 1964

2. Swain and 'Rock (1962 and 1963)

3. Mill Ier et al , 1964, and

4. Irwin et al, 1964.

All but Irwin's are based upon Altman's "A.I.R. Data Store." This store
was probably the first attempt to manipulate performance data for use
in the development of an operability index for prediction of humian perfor-
mrance . As Altman himself points out, it is generally highly limrited, but
for those specific t.asks listed, it is considered to be excellent. The
operability index was built with three objectives:

1. It would be task oriented.

2. Scores from the operability index would be directly meaningful in
terms of time and error of performance (soeed and reliability).

3. Data on speed and reliability of operator performance would be
obtained, insofar as possible, from available experimental and
field data.

The basic units for evaluation are the task elemenpts, whicý' are defined cis
inputs, mediating processes, and outputs.

The method of using the data store was ase follows:

1. Equipment design informnation and data obtained from task
analyses must be analyzed into behavioral steps and seqUenced
by mission phases.

II C



2. Edcth uperaLiOi v-,J•L be Subdivided to ;ith reletva t crupiponenl~s,
parameters, and dimensions for each behavioral step.

3. Each of these dimensions must be assigned a reliability estimate
from the data store. These estimates are then used to derive scores
for units of behavior, such as steps, tasks, phases and entire
m" ss ions

In general, time scores were the sum of individual time estimates for
eacn dimension, while reliability scores were the product of individual
reliability estimates for each dimension. The total output was a reliability
score which was an estimate of the probability that serious operator error
would not occur within the span of performance encompassed by the score.

THE'P (Technique for Humar Error Rate Predictions), was an extended
utilizatior of Altman's Data Store by Swain and Rook in the form of
an iterative procedure of 5 steps which were repeated, (though not
always in the same order), until tre system degradation resulting from
human error was at an acceptable level. These five steps were:

1. 'efine the system or subsystem failure which is to be evaluated.

2. Identify and list all the human operations performed and their
relationships to system tasks and functions.

3. Predict error rates for each human operation or nroup of
operations pertinent to the evaluation.

4. Determine the effect of human errors on the system

S. Recommend changes as necessary to reduce the system or
subsystem failure rate as a consaquence of the estirated
effects of the recommended changes.

As Swain points out, the steps are typical of the usual syster reliability
study, if one substitutes Humans for Hardware."

A third method, developed by Miller employed a con-luter techniaue to generate
distributions of operator performance times. TaSK performance is simulated
by sampling the distrioution of times, using Vonte Carlo methods, during
10 computer runs.

"liller's approach to operator simulation was based on four assur'ptions;

1. The human transfer function depends upon the individual's
capability, his operating environment, and the niature of the
task requirements. Therefore, to describe the operational

1-7



behavior of a man-machine system req -es the siwulation of
groups of operators and maintenance personnel of varyinq capability, !
range of variability of conditions and stresses encountered
in the operation environment,

2. Individuals tend to perform in a nonlinear fashion•. In d(;rivinq
the model varying paths of task accomplishment were provided, the
number of paths being a function of all possible alternatives of
task execution available to the operator.

3. The performance of a subtnsk by operators classified by skill
level can be described by tine and success probability distribu-
tions. and these distributions aoproach normality. The assumption
of normality is not a lirriting factor but merely one of convenience.

4. The path of task accomplishment, the performance times, and
the success probabilities were dependent on psychological stress
induced by the operating environment, task accomplishment, and work
!.)ad, and this stress could be an organizing or disorganizing agent on
oeravior, deoendini on stress level and operator stress threshold.

Thc method developed by Irwin was one in which judges ratings were used
to develop human reliability data estimates when other data (such as the
data store), were not ivailable. His method was as follows:

1. Specify tasks that must be performed.

2. Identify the task elements necessary to acconiolish the total task.

3. Determine the performance reliability for each task element,

4. Perform a preliminary rating study.

5. Perform a man-rating study.

Though the use of a rating scale may seem to te the crudest form of
elemental psychophysizs, work by Whitlock indicates that a proper choice
of judges (more than 6) utilized, and no more than 40 items to be rated
results in surprisingly high validity when tested.

Ore of the major problem areas for HERAP, which is less for system
design predictability, is tne consideration of additional data that may be
pertinent to human error prevention where mishaps are concerned. A
partial listing from Koc.k and from Sells of some of the stimulus varlahles
to be considered are:

1. Natural aspects of the environment:



Weather-temperature. humidity, seasons, tlimate
Terrain-a10 tude. erusium
Food

-CI-Oi o thin

Natural Y'esources

2. Description of the task situation:

Area and level of knowledge and skills required
Hazards and risks involved
Novelty of situation in relation to prior experience
Procedures permitted
Information required and dvailable
Number of' participants present and avdilable
Material and facilities required and available
Degree of personal contact involved
Role expectations of other persons concerning the individual

3. Definition of the individuals relation to the situation:

Degree of freedom vs. restriction in group activities
Degree of competion vs. cooperation required
Degree of friendliness vs. hostility required
Status hierarchy position required

4, Description of other persons in the situation:

Age and sex of participants
Social and economic background of participants
Skills, abilities, and experience
Training and motivation
New or previous acquaintances
Pre-existing relationships

5, External reference characteristics of the individual:

Biological - sex, age, physique
Physical abnormalities or injuries
Race
Education
Marital status
Citizenship, legal restraints
Geograph~ic position-rural, urban, national
Social status
Income and occupation
Residence and transportation
Debts and savings
Status and role in family group
Parents - religion, age, health, languaqe

1-9



Siblings - age, sex, type
Primary group and children
Group nuersrbipv - iiu,,ber, type Str'ULtbreN
Status and role in group

6. Individuals performing relative to others;

Formal group structure - goals, objectives, and faililties
Membership requirements - age, sex, race
Requirements concerning experience, training, dchieveme, t
Group's control of members - SOP's, regulations
Group procedures - meetings, staffing
Dependency/cooperation of other groups
Formal role in group - prestige, power, privilege
Site requirement of group - location, space facilities
Informal group structure - goals and objectives
Group member ship requirements - social class, demography
Group control of membership
Regulations of group procedures - activities, participation
The group's significance to its members
Cohesion of the group, functional relationships
Collective situations - crowds, mobs, audience

This partial list indicates the great number and range of stimuli that are
suggested to be relevant.

If the term "human error" is to survive over a long term program, then
a more precise definition is required which reduces value judgments to
their proper place as adjuncts to objective measures which can effectively
be used.

The definition proposed for this purpose was "Human error is the specified
deviation of a human activity or decision from an operationally defined norm."

This says, in effect, that an error cannot occur unless limits have been
set before a mishap occurs. This is a necessary condition for setting up
any methodology for recording, manipulating and acting upon data in a
meaningful way. In this way, too, it can be argued that although the
operational definitions may be modified and their number increased with
time, no groundless judgnents can be made.

In Naval aviation, there are many circumstances where mishaps occur in
conditions where it is perfectly clear that the human operator has had no
chance to mitigate or even influence the result. In these cases, there is
no question of immediate mistakes, although relationship to a remote,
prior influence may be traceable. It is a truism that in any system failure
the failure may be ultimately traced to a human source. If there is a
wing root failure or an equivalent physiological catastrophe, we may
consider these conditions unmodifiable by the human operator.

1-10,



II

Between these limits are circumstances which are more difficult to
describe and defile,. Cu •nidriuly hm'e aUta, deflinitllon. aind -man Pawerg
are, and have been, involved in the study of equipment failure compared withI humann. !faiture._.l___Thhi s__JnoL__s~uri&Iin for methodsofmeasuriment.
definable variables and access, each provide greater ease of manipulation
in this area. Yet, as we probe deeper into the equipment failure concepts,
we find that here, too, dichotomous judgments are not acceptable in most
cases. The concept of "tolerance" states that an item has been designed
and should have been produced and tested, so that its performance Is related
to its function in such a way that failure should not occur unless the
tolerance limits are exceeded. If the item fails to perform as it is
specified and required to do, it may have done so because either it does not
meet the tolerance limits in its quality or that these limits have been
exceeded in operation in such a way that it is probable that it would fail.
This, again, may be related to the conditions that the tolerances have
not been set correctly for the function required to be performed, or that
the item has not been tested to determine if it does fall within the limits
set. It is clear that here there is a range of performance capability set
up which allows some operational freedom in the use of the item. One
may also expect that this range may be described in a distributive
manner, that is, the specified quality or qualities can be shown, over
large samples, to fit some descriptive transfer function, such as a
Gaussian or similar relationship.

Furthermore, in equipment parlance, there also occurs the concept of
expected failure, related to use over time. In this, a historic or empirical
approach will result in probability judgments that there is such and such a
"mean-time-to-failure" for this item, or some similar predictive state-
ment. Here, items may be replaced before some value of the distribution
of this parameter is reached on the assumption that actual failure of the
item will be reduced. Alternatively, inspections may be made at specific
points along this distribution in order to search for indications that an
item is approaching tolerance limits with time and use.

If we are to consider the effects of the human operator within the system,
it is necessary to interface with the methods and descriptions used in
dealing with the equipment he uses, for few mishaps occur within the
"unmodifiable" category described earlier and there is very little that can
be done about them within our terms of reference. On the other hand, the
greater part of our study must fall within the interface area where both
operators and equipment are contributing to activity and decision within
a system.

Ili



In summarizing the equipnment "approach", however, there is little to

disagree witn, and nothing whic h contradicts our proposed definition of

human error. Qualities in operators can be Shown to be distributed

across samples, to have tolerances which Can be exceeded and result In

f d i u r e , 4 , Ufl %4 t A a ndc b f nv ad ; n,• " • - . . . w e%.. .C A " b e " m i s -

matched" where the use does not correspond to the quality selected and

spec-ied--Ts, of course. does not imply that we should treat huinan

operators in the same way that we do equipment, here 3re other Ueý.Lr Ipt. I
and qualities which will not fall within these contexts (such as ii(otiva-

tional fictnrs), but we can assure ourselves that con4iionality over m1uch

of our study area can be assured for the purposes of prediction, descrip-

tion and diagnosis, with equipment methods, allowiny our interface to

occur without too muclh difficulty.

in some recent: studies of "•timan error", notably in r~iigly Structured

weapon systems, it has become conliion to attach criticality values to error

incidence. That is, it is recognized that an "error" (in the loose sense)

can occur in any of n circumstances, but that in soihe circumstances it

does not matter and in others it will matter a great deal, Tnus, error

orobacility is, in these approaches, linked to a level of criticality. In

the context of everyday military aviation, we may illustrate this by stat-

ing triat there is a known and finite probability of misreading a specific

altimeter, by a specific population of pilots, with an error of 1000 feet.

At higher altitudes it is unlikely that this will be "critical" (except

under special circumstances), but at 1000 feet altitude it certainly will.

rrom twis point of view, it is necessary to relate the error to the

activity in the operational context; that is in the "equipment" context,

the "tolerance" of the quality of instrument reading capability could be
variable. It is, however, easy to be confused with the worth of this
concePt. In a highly structured weapon system wnere tnere are probably
many operators, and these can be selected and trained and utilized in

di'ferert ways, it may well be valuable to introduce a criticality factor.
in military aviation, where numbers are fewer, where training and selec-

tion are common to the population, and where the pilot, for example, has
-onsiaeraLle freedom in the operation of his vehicle system, there may
ue less value. In this case, "error" must be reduced to a minimum, for
all occasions, because it is not always known when it might or might not
be critical. A further point, especially in this example, is that the
pilot may not (and more often than not, does not) know that he has misread
unless something results from the misreading. The attachment of criti-
cality ,neasures tnen, should be considered with care in the context of
aviation.

Our approacti trien was to attempt to specify what we exaected of our humAn
operators in precise qualities which tney must possess to carry out
specific tasks in specific systems. Only in tnis way could be deteriiine
wnen something unusual had happened. There are various ways of settiny
aoout this. Unfortunately, we were not beginning frowu the start of an
organization, we were forced to oeal witn an existing, rJinr~ly fori'alized
structure. Thus, we were necessarily empirical in much the same way that
equipment interests are. What are the distributions of oualities arong
the existing population of aviators and other associated personnel in
regard to the tasks they now nave to perform?

1-12



"Error" was examined then, from the point of view of a deviation from what
could be expected, but blame was not necessarily attached to the individual
for the deviation.

Once again, commonality between equipment failure analyses and human error
ysr3t1%1c rh o ,L chnisldi ha nr~na in ripnd Thi1 r .wmimni I hnIh1d nprmIt.

relatively easy integration of a larger human error cirn existing equipment
failure and safety program.

THE HERAP STUDIES

As a result of the HERAP Planning Study several areas of safety research
related to human error were recommended as estecially suitable for
immediate investigation. They included fatigue, and accident exposure index

and carrier landings. The results of those studies are described (lsewhere
in th~s •eeort.

The first planning study (HERAP I)* included a representative task analysis
with comments and recommendations for further uses of this method as an
analytical tool. HERAP II included an extensive task analysis of an A-4
mission and beginning development of data handling and analysis.

HEqAP III included an extensive study of the relationship of flight ohase to
accidents. Task analyses of representative U. S. Navy/U. S. Marine Corps A-4
aircraft missions were made. The missions were divided into static-incident
to flight, taxi, takeoff, inflight and landing phases. The landiý2 and
takeoff ihases each have separate analyses made for carrier an ield operations.

Computer tabulations were made of A-4 accidents and incidents for fiscal year
1967. The rishaps were tabulated to ,riphically indicate the number of accidents
and incidents which occurred during each phase of flight. Analyses were made
for the A-4 A/B/C models and for the A-4 E/F models. Comparisons were made
of the numbers of mishaps occurring for tie various fliQht phases. This work
4s suminarized in Apoendix A, Fi~gures 1 through 8.

The causes of mishaps are summarized under field and carrier operations
and under flight ohases. Further analyses were made of pilot error causes of
mishaps for both carrier and field operations during landing.

A task analyses form was developed to show graohically the phases of flight
which have high mishap potential. Results of the analyses show that the
greatest number of mishaps occur during the landing phase. Carrier operations
show a higher rate of mishaps than field operations which is a generally
accepted fact. A-4 aircraft accidents are sumiar zed in Tables I and I1.

*The HERAP studies have arbitrarily been assigned number f, 11, I1I, and IV

to differentiate between contracts as follows:

HERAP I Contract N189-(188)-59791A 8/65 to 2/66
HERAP II Contract N00189-67-00329 9/66 to 9/67
HERAP [II Contract N00189-68-G0565 10/68 to 3/69
HERAP IV Contract N00189-70-C-1321 10/69 to 4/70
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TABLE I

COMPARISON OF PILOT ERROR CAUSE TO OTHER CAUSES OF MISHAPS

FOR THE OVERALL FLIGHT PHASES AND FOR 1
A4 AIRCRAFT

ACCIDENTS INCIDENTS

.FELD OPERATIONS:
PILOT ERROR 24 36.9<1 110 25%
OTHER CAUSES * 41 63.1 330 75%

TOTALS: 65 100% 440 100%

B. CARRIER OPERATICNS:
PILOT ERROR 27 20.45% 27 18.49%
OT-IE R CAUSES 105 79.55"' 119 81.51%

TOTALS: 132 100% 146 100%

C. FIELD PLUS CARRIER
OPERAT IONS:

PILOT ERROR 51 25.89% 137 23.38%
OTHER C.JSES 146 74.11% 449 76.62%

TOTALS: 197 100% 586 100%

C. LANiDING PHASE -
FIELD OPERATIONS

PILCT ERROR 7 50% 25 39.84%
OTHER CAUSES 7 50% 38 60.16C

TOTALS: 14 100% 63 100%

E. LANDING PHASE -
CARRIER OPERATIONS

PILOT EPRCR 19 54.29V 9 34.61'%
OTHER CAUSES 16 45.71,- 17 65,39%

TOTALS: 35 100' 26 100M

• Other Cause Factors include combat, airbase/carrier facilities, other personnel
(maintenance/supervisory), material failure/malfunction, weather. unavoidable and
undetermined/other causes.
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TABLE I I

COMPARISONS OF ACCIDENTS AND INCIDENTS BY FLIGHT PHASES

',- v u, .,/r.I r I• r*L M it, it ,r r#- £vu.J

FIELD OPERATI0NS _ ARE0E AT.IONS... ..

FL IGHT PHASES ACCID i INCID ACCID INCID

Part A: I
T7STATI 0 0 9 2% 0 0 3 2%

2. TAXI 1 1.5- 11 2.51 2 1.51' 3 2%

3. TAKE OFF 5 8' 36 SY 8 6.02% 15 10%

IGHT *42 65.5' 316 72% 87 65.41% 99 68%

S. LA'"DING I 14 22%' 63 14.3j 35 26.32% 26 18%

6. P.V E OF 5 0 0 3 0.7 0 0 0 0

E. LET DOWN 2 3% 2 0.5` 1 0.75% 0 0

TOTALS FlOIGPT PHASES: 64 100k 440 100O 133 1 I00% 146 100%

-dr*.•

:.ct :ncident Tc Fli ht and
J'reterr,ined Phases Added:

3. NCT NCIiGT T" FLIGH.T 57 48', 4 0.88' 23 15%ý 1 0.66%

UNDETERPIIE D 1 0.8 8 12 2.6% l 1 0.6% -5 3.31

TOTALS ALL PHASES: 122 10WI 456 10 157 100% 152 100%

• Pdrt. C:
!N LGHT DIVIC-ECl PETWEE,;:

33EE,,Y A.CTIO, AND, 15 87 27% 68 78, 36 36%

N. ,OT ENEMY ACT-O!, 27 66.3; 229 73ý' 19 22% 63 64%

TCTALS I NFLIGHT: 42 1100. 316 i Ioo" 37 10Mk 99 100%

* INFLIGHT MISHAPS, PART A-4, HAS EEEN FURTHER SUBDIVIDED IN PART C, A, AND B.
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The study showed that a si'gnif 1cart nurrher of laindinq mishaps are Ecdusd by
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Fatigue Study,

Fatigue il frequently cited as a major contributor to accidents. The wide
aLL J n E o ll f U '"SI a. . U... at 41 O f &h 1 - P I 'IS. 11 t -D f UV'-P IJI•Ir•N 'I I 1U L pt•JrUp...

have experienced "fatioue more than once, and subjective feelings of drowsi-
ness- aoath _weakness_,e_t_c_ .r t'n ytought2_oP-.recurs~ors___ut____
accidents.

,Operational requirements frequently make it necessary or desirable to pro-
gram extended and/or very frequent activities, There is undoubtedly a limit
",o the workload that men can assume without seriously influencinq the safety
and/or Probability of successful completion of the assigned task.

It would be desirable to supply medical personnel and leaders with valid and
reliable guidelines of oerforvance changes, as well as predictors or symptoms
of these changes accruing for a given workload, Attempts to define the
effects of fatigue under controlled conditions, however, have been generally
unsuccessful.

A-,ono tile factors that have probably contributed to the lack of definitive
r results obtained in studies of fatigue are the following:

1. Complexity of the human organism, with its ability to draw upon extensive
resources.

2. ,!agaries of motivation and ohysical condition.

3. Effects of age and training.

L. Similarity of the symptoms of fatigue and those of illness.

5. "ifficulty of separating the effects- of other types of stress from fatigue.

In order to delimit the scope of the problem, fatigue, for the purpose of
t-is study, was defined operationally as "the degradation in performance or
affective state resulting from previous work." The purpose of this study
was to initiate a systematic program intended to ultimately achieve the
following goals:

1. Deterrine performance oaram-eters (in tasks representative of those
required of Navy personnel), influenced by continued heavy workload.

2. Determine the workload which results in the onset of a degradation in

Performance.

3. Determine the magnitude of impairrent for two selected workloads.

4, Define physiological and/or behavioral indices of the onset of fatigue.

5. Develop an understanding of the underlying mechanisms involved in per-
formance degradation.

6. Discover methods of mitigating or alleviating degradation without
adverse side effects.
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Conclusions

1. The subjects were fatigued only slightly by the conditions encountered
in the high WL/treatment.

2i No mean performance changes, resulted in any performance measure. 1
3. Pilot tracking data supported the increased variability and perceptual

breakup h-'pothese.

A. Physiological measures generally reflected changes in workload. Particu-
larly promising are respiration rate and sleep recovery data.

5. The patterro hypothesis was supported but cannot be used indizcriminately,
The most affected parameters must be determined for the combined data
treatment to bc effective,

E. The phorias arp worth investigating in greater depth as indices of
fatigue,

1eco..erdations

1. A parametric study of w'ork load should be conducted to determine the
amount or the duration of work that can be performed before cerious
performance degradation results.

2. Control over the complete situation for basic studies would be easier
ir a non-operational sit,:3tion. Therefore, serious consideration
should be given to conducting additional exploratory studies using non-
operational or, at least less complex, tasks.

3. Ar inflight study should be performed to verify the 8-hour mission
duration acceptability for tactical ASW crews in aircraft such as the
S-2.
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PART II

MISHAP DATA ANALYSIS

INITRODUCTION

A considerable body of data describing the persopal histories and flying exper-
ience of Navy pilots has been built up over the past years. These data range
over a wide variety of factors which could conceivably be related to how safely
pilots perform. The main thrust of the HERAP data analysis program for the
1969 - 1970 contract was to systematically test the existing data for significant
relationships with the criterion of'"pilot safety."

Linear regression (linear least-squares curve fitting) was used to test for
these relationships. The variables on the data bank were used to try to predict
a numerical measure of flying safety for each pilot. The error in the predic-
tions were then analyzed; that is, the discrepencies between predicted and
ctbserved pilot safety were analyzed. If there were no error, the predictions
would be perfect and it could be confidently said that there was a relationship
between pilot safety and at least some of the variables on the data bank. If
the error in the predicitions turned out to be as great as the intrinsic scat-
ter in the observed pilot safety measure, it could be said with equal confi-
dence that no such relatinship existed. The actual situation is almost always
so-newhere between these two extremes, but statistical techniques can he employed
to allow some statement about the probability of a relationship existing between
the measure of pilot safety and the data on individual pilots.

This analysis proceeded in three successive steps: development of a data bank,
develooent of a measure of pilot safety, and the actual regression analyses.
These are discussed in the following sections.

THE DATA BANK SYSTEM

in the years of its existence, the Naval Safety Center has collected an enormous
amount of data. These data have served as the source of numerous studies. As
the data have grown, so have the problems of using them. The sheer quantity
had made comparative studies a near impossibility unless the study utilized a
sampling technique to limit the data management problem.

Douglas Aircraft Company began the data analysis for HERAP by investigating
and listing all the data sources available during 1967 (HERAP, 2nd Quarterly
Progress Report). From this, a number of sources were selected. They were:

1. rNaval Safety Center MIishap Master File

2. Naval Safety Center Individual Flying Time Record

3. N1aval Training Center Training Records

4. Bureau of Naval Personnel Personal Data

Data files on computer tape were obtained from these sources, translated to
make them compatible with Douglas' computers and merged into a single data
hank after editing.

SBest iva'able COPY



The data system is used on an IBM 360/65 computer. The statistical programs
are basically the University of California at Los Angeles Bio-medical Programs
(BMD). Cobol is the programming language for file maintenance and report
generator programs, and Fortran IV is the language used for callable selected
mathematical subroutines. Details of the operation of the HERAP data bank
and statistical programs are fully reported in: Human Error Research and
Analysis Proaram (HERAP II) Final Report. Douqlas Aircraft Company, September
1967.

Data gathering, translation, and editing has continued during all the IIERAP
contracts. However, the major task in development of the data bank has been
the selection, translation, modification, and testing of suitable statistical 2

programs. This was completed in 1967. The merged master data bank was comple-
ted in 1968 and tested against a dummy data file.

During the current contract, the whole system has been fully utilized. The
system was used to study the backgrounds, flying records, training records,
and mlishap reports for 17,436 Navy pilots active during 1967. The data were
obtained from four files: the Officer Master Tape, the Individual Flight Time
Records, the Training Record, and the Mishap Master File.

The data bank (Figure 3 ) was constructed by matching the other files to the
records on the 1967 Officer Master Tape by means of pilot file numbers. The
Officer Master Tape (OMT) contains demographic data, records of advancement
through rank and of past and present duty stations, information on promotional
status, and summaries of flying experience.

HERAP DATA BANK

Total Records 17,436

IFTR Records 10,598

Training Records 4,374

Mishap Records 895

Figure 3.

The Individual Flight Time Records (IFTR) report the number of flights and
flying hours in 1967 for each pilot, broken down by type of activity and type
of aircraft. These were available for only 10,598 of the pilots on the OMT.

The Training Record describes in tenris of scores and grades the pilot's
progress through the Pilot Training Curriculum from start to finish.

The Mishap Master File (MMF) is a data bank on which is coded all of the data
collected in the course of a mishap investigation. The term "mishap" includes
comparatively minor accidents occurring on the ground. When the data is
keypunched, Navy Safety Center Personnel do not keypunch pilot identification
unless the mishap is judged to be at least partially attributable to the pilot.

H i



Therefore. since the HERAP data bank was built up by i'iatching pilot file
numbers, it was impossible to use most of the records on the MMF. From
approximately 5,000 mishap reports, it was possible to match only 895 "pilot
error" mishaps. All mishap rates used in this study were calculated on the
basis of these 895 mishaps. Some tabulations were made to further determine
tho type of mishaps on the HERAP data bank, as shown below, Fiqurp 4.

TABULATIlON OF M IS1HAP PARAMETERS

Aircrdft Damage " of Total Extent of InjLry. of Totdl

Total Loss 30 Fatal, Miissinq 10
Substantial 9 Major 5
`1 inor 14 Minor 12
Limited 17 None 74
:!Iors 26 1 -OT6
Not Peoorted 5

101

Due to Enemy Action ' of Total First Accident Type. of Total

Yes 23 Collision - Aircraft 4
77 Collision - Ground/Water 10

SCollision - Other 38
Stall/Spin I

_ _rati ton I of Total Airframe Failure 7
Fire/Expl osion 3 j

.-CLP,',P:LP I Abandoned Aircraft 4
?'erationiLPH 47 Landing Mishap 22

Oied O:er-tlofn 36 Other II
•ea >,r.erttio 1

.103 1

5
Shic Operation 4

arr4ie.- lualifications 5
102

Figure 4.

cince tý,,e data bank occupied three reels of computer tape and required eight
minutes to read, a smaller data bank was developed. It consisted of 2,054
rardom1y chosen records. The records on this tape were short'ned by one
nalf by dropping fields which were usually blank or otherwise unusable. Most
cf the statistical analys~s was done with this data hank.

.1.
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The Exposure index and a Measure of Pilot Safety,

It was necessary to move from~ vague lntjltive concepts of what constitutes
a ..sate": or an 'unsate" pilot to a numerical definition of pilot safety.
:o be useful in the search for relationshios witth thc wide range of data

"very safe" tnrouyn "average" to 1 'very unsafe" . Assuwi ny that a "Safv

armount and ci rciu-stancesc of the flying he does , tv;o di fferent tchni q upsI
of ratinq pi'u)ts were developea. El toer of these ratinlg techniques is
just a nratnematical clta~einent of an intuitive definition of pilot safety,

bfortz discussing the ollot rating techniques, it is necessary to consider
the interacti on betwieen pi lot safety and tie imirediate environment of the
oil1it durinc. hi,, fl ight. Paramheters sucri as weather, phase Of fl ight,
ty-ýe of aircraft, day or right, etc., will obviously influence the proba-
1Lility tnat a pilot wilsuffer a mrishav, Toie purpose of the humgan error
research orogra~i' is to isolate safety-related f-actors intrinsic to the
ý,ilot; factors wnich will -cause soone pilots to consistently have more
:,ish~aps tnan otrier pi lots rega3rdless of the type of flying they do, Wi th
t~ne goal of mia~ing, the oilot safety rating free of the effects of the
enviv'onrrental variables, an ex:oosure inaex was developed. rhe exposure
irdex was originally conceived as a r~eans of ranking squadrons in tenvs
ofsaety, but it oecale clear- curing HERAP 1I tniat tne study of indepen-

-ent -ilot safety would require soile adjustment for exposure,

Tie casic concept behind tne exposuire index is tnat pilots flying under
t:-e sa-re conu~tio'5 shoild be expected to nave mishaps at the average rate
for all cilots. The rating systers coorpare eacn pilot's actual perfor-
Sarze to tnis exoected Derfor,,ance. in orcer tc calculate expected

:e~l'orrmance as accurately as possiole, it is necessary to find tre mean
...israp rates within each possi'L.le set of flying conditions. To find these
r-ates requires accurate data on the number of mishaps and the number of
'l1ic'is under each set of conditions. This cata is certainly not available,
si .nce no two flignts are under the exact same conditions, so lumping into
categori es i s req i red,

ja ta -vas availIable to cal cul1ate tne mi snaco rates only wnen broken down by
aircraft type, type of operation, anj day or night. The Misnap Master
File was a iso supposed to contain complete information on several other
enviro~nmental factors for which allowance mlignt have been made, but these
data fields as shown below were found to be over fifty percent blanks and
--ould not be used. There is no data on the number of flights under the
various conditions described by these fields, so that at best the data
would have had to corne from sone inaccurate guesses. The exposure index
c.oulci ý)e i,-1roved if the rissing dita wiere available.



Sample of data fields from the Mishap Master File which contained over

fifty percent blanks:

Data Percent Blank

Kind of flight 85
Clearance 91

Wind velocity 95

Altitude 7U

Maneuver prior to emergency 97

The final exposure index divided the types of flying into only twelve
categories broken down on the basis of three variables (Figure 5). The
aircraft types were grouped into three categories of hazardousness on
the basis of published mishap rates1 . Type of operation was divided
into "carrier activity" and "non-carrier activity". These combinations
were further broken down into "day" and "night" flying. The overall
mishap rate was calculated for each of these categories, and the pilots
were rated on the basis of their performance relative to these standards.

FLYING CATEGORIES AND MISHAP PROBABILITIES

(PER 1o)4 LANDINGS)

k Day Night Day Night

Non-Carrier Non-Carrier Carrier Carrier All Types
i Flights Flights Flights Flights Flights

Low 1506
Risk .590 1.63 6.65 5.39 1.80

Aircraft
Risk L Rs 3.87 5.42 33.7 46.6 9.05
Cat. -ory R i s

7.96 8;50 65.8 98.5 18.8Risk I

All I

Aircraft 2.1 40 3.02 1,1.7 4 1. (.04
Fypes _ _ _ __

1. U. S. Navy Aircraft Accident Statistics, Fiscal Year 1967 (Confidential)
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RANKING OF PILOTS BY SAFETY RECORDS

The first ranking method was to obtain a quantitative answer to the question,
"What is the probability that, by chance alone, a pilot should have had more
miqhans than hp actuAllv had?" Within Pach cateaory nf flving. tho vAlup nf
the cumulative binomial distribution was calculated, where

Cb(x) B()
x+l x+l x:(N-x). P q

given x = number of mishaps the pilot had within the category

N = number of landings the pilot had within the category

p average mishap probability for the category (from
Figure 3)

q 1-p

A value of CB(x) was calculated for each category in which the pilot flew,
and these were then averaged to give his "binomial ranking". Figure 6
shows the frequency distribution of the binomial rankings. Most binomial
rankings are nearly zero, meaning that for most pilots, the probability
was very low that they should have had more than the number of mishaps
which they actually had. This is to be expected; most pilots had no
mishaps but didn't fly enough to really be expected to have a mishap.
The highest binomial ranking value was only .28.

The second approach to ranking pilots was based on the question, "How
does a pilot's mishap rate (mishaps pcr 104 landings) compare to the mishap
rates of all other pilots. An arbitrary formula was devised which has the
properties:

(1) Increases in value with an increasing number of expected
mishaps,

(2) Decreases in value with an increasing number of mishaps,

(3) Equals zero if a pilot's actual number of mishaps is exactly
equal to his expected number of mishaps,

"Expected number of mishaps" is defined as the sum over all flying categories
of the pilot's actual number of landings multiplied by the average mishap
rate from Figure 6, i.e.:

12
Expected Mishaps = • Li x Pi

L=l

where, for each pilot,

L = number of landings in flying category i

Pi= mishap probability for flying category i

I1-(



The arbitrary function comparing expected to actual mishaps, called the
"x-ranklng", was calculated for each pilot (Figure 6). Each pilot's
percentile ranking on the distribution of x-rankings was then calculated
(Figure 7). This percentile ranking was used as the variable indicating
how a pilot's safety record compared to those of other pilots.

T hi, twu r arik kirigy pruteurs w~ere dppiieu to the condensed data nank uf
2,054 randomly chosen pilots. There were sufficient data to rank only
___3_3_of-theseioti I ors.

Regression Analysis

An extensive analysis was conducted to determine if the variables In the
condensed data bank could be used to predict the binomial rankings or the
percentile rankings. A stepwise regression program was used for most of
this work. This program builds up a linear regression equation from a set
of candidate variables by successively inserting tne variable with the
,;igtnest probability of significantly improving the fit of the equation.
Variables from the Officer 1taster Tape and the Training Record were used
as candidate variables, Predictive equations were developed for the binomial
ranking and tne percentile ranking (Figure 8). Neither of these equations
is really satisfactory, The equation predicting binomial ranking has a
i'lultiple correlation coefficient of only .58; tne other equation has an even
lower correlation coefficient.

:n the equation predicting the binomial rankings the last year of combat
code has a correlation coefficient with the binomial rankings of .52. This
one variable accounts ;or almost all of the predictive ability of the
equation. Similarly, date of birth and percentile ranking have a correla-
tion coefficient of .37, accounting for most of the predictive ability in
tne second equation.

,r bc tn eQuations, a grout of variables appear which relate to age or experi-
ence. This group includes birth year, rank, total flight hours, date of I
birth, and flight hours for the past five years. In each equation, the
overall relationship is a slight decrease in a pilot's ranking for an
increase in his age or experience.

The variable "last year of combat" was set to zero for pilots with no com-
bat experience, so that it owes some of its predictive ability to being
able to cistinguish between pilots who had or had not been assigned to
combat. Its correlation vith the rankings both with and without these
zero values (Figure 9) was calculated in an attempt to gauge how important
the zeros are. No significant change was noted.

Comparison of Mishap Distribution to a Poisson DListribution

The distribution of misnaps among the population of pilots was tested for
randomness, It is often stipulated1 that the distribution of frequencies

1. Stinson, P. J. and Walsh, J. E. (1965) "An Application of the Poisson
Aoproximation to Naval Aviation Accident Data", presented at the
35th Session of thE International Statistical Institute, Belgrad.

HI 7
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PREDICTIVE EQUATIONS

1, Binomial Ranking = -4.703

LJ.. A 1) 1 L.1 ycrl , 9 La I. U w i t

.005 x (VTA qrade)

CO6 x (VT3 qrade)
.332 x (rank code)

.261 x (,ionths of combat)
F1 027 x (last year combat, last digits)

+ .079 x (collene level code)

.16E x (highest award code)

.0001 x(total flight hours)

.58, R2  ,34

2. Percertile Rankirg -1.808

.00005 x (date of birth, days since 1900)

.024 x (nionths of combat)

+ .044 x (last year of combat, last digits)

SC8 x (college level code)

+ .O0000 x (flight hours last five years)

.42, P .17

FIGURE 9

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR

"LAST-YEAR- OF-COMBAT"

WITH WITHOUT

ZEROES ZEROES
(1133 cases) (156 cases)

Correlation with
Einomial Rankings 7

Correlation with .2o .27
Percentile Rankings

FIGURE Io.

11- 11



of randomly occurring accidents is approximated by the Poisson distribution.
The observed distribution of numbers of mishaps for the total pilot popula-
tion was used to first calculate the mean number of mishaps for all pilots
and was then compared to the Poisson distribution havinq this same mean.
The theoretical and observed frequencies for, each number of iishaps are
presented ir the foiiowing table.

'JL;-e veu 'Ti t
"MisHaps Frequency Frequency

l Ib541 lb4b6
l703 850

Sb7 22
3 14 0.4

2 0

0 0
6 0 03

o 0
81 0

1t 4s b~vious that tiie fit is not a good one. The cni-squared test of the
ciscreniancies cannot c-e accounted for by sampling error,

":ist:. ra.,S giving results of analyses of combat experience, recency of corn-
a: '" •. ,curs, cclege level, birt' date, military rank and

a,ivmas are shoi ty Figures 14 through 20.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The regression analysis demonstrated that the pilot factors described on the
data bank have some influence on pilot safety. One way of interpreting the
multiple correlation coefficient is to consider its square (R2) as the
proportion of the variance, or scatter, in the pilot safety rankings which is
explained by the variables in the regression equation. Thus, thirty four
percent of the variance in the binomial rankings can be explained by the
influence of such variables as age, flying experience, and combat experience.
Sixty-six percent of the variance remains unexplained.

There are several ways in which the multiple correlation coefficient obtained
in this analysis might be improved. In the interests of testing a large
amount of data in a systematic fashion, the data was used pretty much as it
came from the Navy. In several cases we attempted to impose a linear relation-
ship on variables which had aribtrary numbers assigned to their different
levels. It would be desirable to either reorder these levels within the
variable or to treat each possible level as a binary variable indicatinq that
a pilot either does or does not have a particular characteristic. Plots of the
residuals against each variable were inspected for evidence of higher order
dependencies of the criterion on the predictor variables; no such evidence
was found.

Another way to improve the predicition equations would be to further improve
the exposure index. The fact that the safety rankings showed some dependence
on intuitively meaningful variables such as pilot experience is evidence that
the exposure index has successfully removed some of the effects of the different
tyo•es of flying environment, but doubtlessly some of the unexplained variance
is still due to this effect. Another factor contributing to the lack of a
hiah ,nultiole correlation is the spotty, incomplete nature of the data base.
Perhaps an effort to collect fewer types of information in a more complete
-ianner might be productive.

Fijure ' shows the final regression equation to predict the binomial rankings.
This ecuation includes every variable with at least a ninety percent probability
(if actually contributing to the "fit" of the equation. Figure 22 is a summary
of the increase in the multiple correlation coefficient as the computer
program moved through the various steps of curve fitting. The first two or
three variables entered account for most of the predictive power of the equation.

it should be remembered that an unknown portion of the correlation in this
eauation is due to characteristics of the sample population which are not true
characteristics of the total population. If the equation were to be applied to
some other sample population, it would not account for as much of the variance
as it does for this population. It is difficult to estimate how much of this
"shrinkage" will occur. Future investigations might well apply this equation to
some other population in a cross validation to measure the actual shrinkage of
the predictive power in at least one case.

Despite these criticisms, the multiple correlation found for the binomial ranking
eauation is in the same range as those used with success in areas such as employee
selection. This equation could be used to predict the binomial ranking scores of



individual pilots. The predicted binoilal ranking scores reflect the
probability that a pilot will have mishaps at less than the expected rate.
The equation could be applied to a group of pilots to differentiate between
those who were expected to perform, we1 (kiqh scorv,0 and thosp who were rwt(low sco-es).

S(oUMMA5RY TA.LE FROM STEjPWISE. REGRESSW_ _ _ _ _ _ __

The decendent variable is b'norfla1 Rankinq

STEP VARIABLE MULCIPLE INCREASL 1 VALUE
NUMBER ENTERED R R-SQUARED IN R-SlUARFD TO ENTER

I Last yr. combat .52 .27 .2743 428.7

2 Birth year .55 .3D .0252 40.7

"3 .'onths combat .56 .31 .0128 21.1

4V3 .57 .32 .0C85 14.1

Level clle,1e .57 .32 .0034 5.6

Currer, scurce .57 .33 .0024 4.0

7ctal fli-yit hcurs .57 .33 .0021 3.6
i,--nest awar- .58 .33 *C022 3.7

P ank .58 .33 .0019 3.2
7'T4 .:; .34 .0018 3.1

Ficure 22

;I 2.)
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APPEND!X A

The results cf the A4 aircraft task analysis5 are shown
r r..i.ures $ T~e figures illustrate the techninup

used and the ejlat~onri, of wer'k load to accidents.
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A•3STRACT I

A state of fatigue, induced by continuous perFormdnce Lf tasks over

prolonged working tie. was studied in i laboratory vnvirunment, The

tasks were selected to resemble the airborre activitivs necessary to

a prolonged ASW -mission.

Two loading conditions were imposed such that 12 subjects in a Hliqh

Work Load (HWL) group worked without rest for approximately 18 hours

and 12 different subjects in a Low Work Load (LWL) group worked for

the same time span, but were permitted equal time on and off work,

such th3t their workload was approximately one-half that of the HWL

grouP. Psychological, -hysiological, biocheemical, and performance

measures were taker for each individual subject.

Performarce decrement was obtained for t:Ce HWL reflecting at least

moderate fatigue. A specially aesigned Discrete Tracking Task was

the most sensitive index of fatigue. The task was moderately diffi-

cult with almost excessive temporal demards. The HWL group also made

larger ti,.- estimatior errors late in the session than the LWL group,

No other psychological, biccnerrical, or physiological variable was

correlated with performance decrement (Fatigue) in this study.
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PRI FACE

This rgport is one of the three parts of the Final Report of

Contract No: NO4l 88- 7(/-C-0012..

Humnan Error Research and Analysis Program (1.IERAP).

The three parts are:

I. -(JACK TARR).
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INTQO0UCT ION

Fatigue •s an elusive phenoienon. Although virtually everyone has experienced

it, fit1,)ue iC extremely difficult to define to everyone's satisfactiun, and
perha,,ý even r~orp difficult to mneasure. Some authorities consider the term of

negative value and prefer not to use it. Nonetheless, "FATIGUE" is frequently

thought to be a contributor to accidents and reduced effectiveness of personnel.

if so, understanding fatigue is crucial to all areas of endeavor, and particularly

to military commanders, who may find it desirable to schedule personnel for

frequent and/or extended missions.

Many studies have been performed to improve our understanding of fatigue. Fatigue,

for most of the scientific studies, has been operationally defined as the

degradation in performance or affective state resulting from previous work.

This definition, of course, could include studies such as those in the area of

vigilance, in which boredom may play a prominent role. Indeed, boredom may be

on one end of an activity continuum with fatigue at the opposite end with normal

daily activities along the mid points. However, boredom need not be a concomitant

of qork or even extended work. Therefore, it is considered for the purposes of

tnis present discussion as a confounding variable and as something to be avoided

in fatigue studies insofar as possible at the present time. Sleep deprivation

for extended periods is also viewed as a separate, although relevent, variable

and is Purposely ignored.

Once fatigue is well understood, it will be possible to include its interaction

w.ith tole variables of boredom, environmental stress, anxiety, abnormal sleep

deprivation, diurnal cycle effects, and similar stresses. Thus, the present

authors would accept the operational definition above only if qualified to exclude

boredom and other confounding stresses.
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Most of the fatigue studies reported are limited hy the relatively Iimi ted nature

of tne investiiation. in fact.. H rris ý,,f, hit . 4 ... (•,,5 t d,_ _ .. .. ....... ,_.at.a L Ar
"Atens ive revi ew of the Ii terature thdt the level of perfonnince is (I functLion

-a- i. .3lyU,- ur-der I orng term or short- term conl-

d,

n'umber of laboratories have conducted programs which included several studies.

'Especially notable were the studies conducted by the R.A.F. institute of Aviation

?Medicine (Fraser, 1954; Fraser, 1955; Fraser. 1957; Fraser and Samuel, 1956; and

Jackson, 1956). Among the conclusions reached by these workers are: (I) a sig-

c;ificant fatigue effect occurs after Continuous ten hours of flight in a piston

engine aircraft; and after three one-hour sorties in jet fighter aircraft or

after two one-hour sorties at night; (2) no significant fatigue effect is

observable after continuous sorties for 3 - 4 hours in a jet bomber during the

day; (3) considerable fatigue may be produced by flying four 15-hour sorties at

ni •h t with one day's rest between each sortie for long-range piston engined air-

craft; and (4) marked changes in performance and subjective states after prolonged

receated flights can occur without very extensive and, as yet, detectable physio-

logical cnances (Fraser, 1958). The specific dependent measure which seems to be

the -ost reliable index of fatigue was the variance of the subjects' estimates of

cce time at which a slowly varying signal passed through the center of a projected

disrlay (the Z function). This task was -arformed before and after flight.

Although one report in the series (Jackson, 1956) reported a decrement in holding

a constant heading after forty mir.-ites, this may be a function of boredom rather

than fatigue.

Efforts to measure a decrement in on-the-job performance have been generally un-

successful. A tyuical study (Shaw, 1954) involved Air Traffic Control operators

,-rc were administered a test before and after regular seven-hour dutV watches

,iher traffic was heavy enough for near continuous wnrk. Although subjects occdlsion-

ally conplained of fatigue, no performance impairment was obtained. rrandjean
1969) notes that such studies haveone inherent drawback; work has a sti'nulatinq

effect on (a person) wnicn -ay overcome existing fatique. This is pdrticularly

true if the worker knows he is being observed or tvsted.

! 2



A number of studies have attempted to correlate physiological or -.vchological

n)odifications to performance decrement. Physiological concomitants have not

beer promlslng, to date. (2rdndjean (I9b9) states that there are no practIcabdh

. ..... .phy s ioolojlcal or psychological objective tests of fatigue which can be used in ......

indus try vii th success.

In soite of the lack of systematic knowledge after considerable effort, there is

a need for the definition of a quantitative relationship between the duration of

activity and the degradational effects which everyone is sure exists, and objective

!,ethods of predicting decrement. Carpenter, Creamer, Gabriel, and Burrows (1969)

defined a set of goals wnich appear valid. These included:

1, Define performance parameters influenced by continial work load.

2. Setermine the work load which results in the degradation in

zerforiance.

3, '£efi-ie physiological and/or behavioral indices of the output

of fatigue.

4. Develop an understanding of the underlying mechanisms involved

in performance degradation.

-. Ciscover methods of mitigating or alleviating degradation

without adverse side effects,

Ic toe Carpenter, et al., study, a large numbe,- of potential behavioral and

*nhvsioiogical indices were evaluated in eiqht-rcur simulated airborne ASW missions.
They also attempted to evaluate Bartlett's hypothesis of incre,,sed variaoility aind

perceptual oreak-uD (Bartlett, 1953). One of the limitations in the study, however,

wa; tvie slight degree of faui'jue brought about by the eight-hour simulated lissions.

it was decided, therefore, to conduct an experiment which would attempt to increase

the fatigue state and use some of the most promising indices of fatique uisedl in th'e

i[Ii 3



Carpenter study. Psychological dependent variables selected were near and far

phoria, time estimation and size constancy. Physiological variables deemed

showing promise for application in the operational settinq were heart-rate,

respiration rate, basal skin resistance, and core temperature, I

Several additional promising measures were added. Kalsbeek (1968I) found that

';eart-rate variability ("sinus arrythmia") was directly related to the work load.

This variability decreased as a function of the difficulty of the task. It was

hypothesized that heart-rate variability over longer time periods might be

related to fatigue.

The phospholipids yielded statistical significance, as afunction of load in the

Carpenter study. Analysis techniques are involved and it was decided that

operational use would be limited. Urine analysis of sugar, protein and pH was

substituted since these analyses are easily performed.

To allow for an extension to 16 hours or more, a laboratory study was designed.

Tasks, however, were selected to represent those typically required in airborne

,SW missions.

ir, addition to determining sensitive indices of performance decrement, the useful-

ness of the variables in predicting specific performance decrement was to be

assessed. This latter factor greatly influenced the experimental design.

Ir summary, the objectives o; the current study were defined as:

1. Validate specific results of the Carpenter et al. (1969) study.

2. Extend the fatigue state until greater performance decrement

was obtained.

3. Define the correlation of performance decrement and psycholo-

gical and physiological measures; that is, determine the amount

of cnange for a given degree of performance decrement.

4. Evaluate heart-rate variability a; a measure of fatigue.

11 - 4



4ETROI.)

Iwenty-foir -iale gradIate and under-graduate students from California Stdtr'

goe ong 3each, were jsed as subjects (Ss). Volunteers were solicited

for paid particliation. From those volunteering, Ss were selected on the basis

of good health (see Appendix for screening questionnaire), prior military ser-

vice (not Dossible in all cases), and willingness to complete the experiment or

go without oay. The age of those selected ranged from 19 - 29 and averaged 22

years.

EXP•METh DES GN

A Li eduist 'Type I" experimental design was used (Lindquist, 1963). Twenty-

four Ss were randomly assigned to or- of two groups, twelve to the 'Low" Work

Load aro% zLWL), and twelve to the"High" Work Load (HWL) group. Work period,

the secord Pideoendent variable, was a within subjects' comparison. Subjects

oarticipated for one day.

Two Ss were tested each experimental day. Ss for a given day were assigned to

*-Ve same wcvkload condition to reduce motivational confoundings. Other effects

for days were controlled by counterbalancing.

EQU[PMENT AND TASK DESCRIPTION

Experimental Area

The experimental room is represented in Figure 1 . The room was partitioned by

portable screens into three general areas: A work area, which included three

work tables on which the various tasks were performed; a sleeping area, which

ILT - 5
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•ontav-.e r.wo Army cots anc ;.eddin.z; .nd iri experimentilr' drt-, wnich ronLt ,iW2

task programming, data recoruing, and processing equipment. Tne arrangemenrht '/1-

designed to minimize visual intrusions and distractions for the Ss. Lavatories

were located approximately 50 feet away.

fenmperature within the test chamber was maintained between 740 and 76oF. except

during sleep periods, when it was raised to 780 to ensure comfort with a single

blanket. Illumination was from diffused fluorscent lighting. Incident liqht on

the work surfaces was 80 foot-candles. Noise levels in the laboratory ranged

from 64 - 68 dBC. Much of the noise resulted from the air-conditioning and was

greatest for the lower octave bands.

Physiological Recordings

Physiological data recorded included heart-rate, basal skin resistance, thoracic

and abdominal .respiration, oral temperature, and urinalysis of pH, protein and

glucose. For the first three (continuous) measures an automatic timer controlled

the circuitry so that for each successive six minutes, three minutes of data were

collected for each S in alternate three-minute intervals.

To obtain heart-rate data, Beckman biopotential skin electrodes were applied to

the shaven chest after cleansing the area with isopropyl alcohol. A detergent

electrode paste was used. The heart-rate signals were amplified by a differential

aT.lifier with a gain of 15,000 and a band pass of 5 - 45 Hz to enhance the

signal-to-noise ratio.

To obtain values of variability in heart-rate, the basic data recorded wnre the

times required for 10 successive heart-beats. This was accomplished by detecting

the P-wave of each successive beat by a Schmitt trigger. An inteqirated "divide

by 10" circuit was used to gate the initial pulse and reset after the 1()th 1 bpat.

An oscillator counted the time required for the ten beats and was, recorded by a

digital printer.

LI[ - 7



Jita were acquired for both thoracic and abdominal respiration. Specially

devi1oned strain gauges, consisting of a thin brass seam, tn(apsulated in R.T.V.

e!as tic !)ands siewn to a faoric belt. Velcro was'used on the ends of the belt

to a!1ow adjus tment.,. One belt was worn around the chest, while another une

enclosed the waist. The outputs of the transducers were fed to self-balancing

oridges and recorded on a Beckman strip chart recorder. Three minutes of data

were acquired for each subject in a given six-minute interval.

Basal skin resistance was sensed with electrodes placed approximately 8 - 10

inches above the ankle on the right tibia. A 10 microampere 100 Hz activating

current was passed between this electrode and the common ground electrode located

approximately 2 inches above the right ankle. One value was obtained for each

ten oeats of the heart, processed through a digital voltmeter and printed out.

A belt oack, consisting of batteries, etc., was worn at the waist. Leads were

bundled into a 45-inch cable for flexibility in movement from one task to another

around the laboratory. For sleep, the battery pack was mounted on the wall

adjacent to the head of the cots. All digitized heart-rate data were also

recorded in analog form on the strip chart recorder for redundancy.

Oral temperature was obtained with a standard clinical oral thermometer.

jrinalys~s to determine pH, 'glucose, and protein concentrations was performed by

toe Comcistix method.

31ock and/or wiring diagrams of this physiological data system(s) are provided

iV, the Apoefdix.



Performance Tasks

Performance tasks were divided into two types loading tasks and test tasks.

'Pie loading problemns were desiqned enerate fatiu, wile t L test tas

were hsigned to measure fatigue unconfounded by differential pra.tice. Tasks

Mere selected to relate to typical ASW operator requirements.

The continuous tracking task was the primary electro-mechanical device required

for tne loading portion of the experiment, The block diagram for this system is

:. vided in Figure 2, The Swas required to center a "blip" on a five-inch

catnode ray oscilloscope ýy manipulating a control stick. The "blip" was per-

turbated, in the horizontal axis only, by a random forcing function from a random

qoise generator. The control stick was spring-loaded to center, presented little

resistance to displacement, and was free to move through 3600.

Sfeedoack loop in tne circuit increased the difficulty of the task as a function

of the o'erator's (Ss) performance. The output of the averager was continuously

fed bWck into the analog multiplier to vary the display sensitivity. The dis-

:-,lay sensitivity varied from 2cm/volt error in the easiest state to 20cm/volt

error in the m-cst difficult state. The voltage output of the averager was also

fed through an amplifier and integrated over one-minute intervals of time. This

value aas displayed on an electronic counter as the performance measure. Thus,

the dependent variable was the forcing function displayed as a unit of voltage in

arbitrary units. Poor performance and/or low effort were represented by a low

forcing function voltage. Difficulty level varied from 105 to 400 volts.

Additional loading tasks consisted of cognitior tasks, such as solving navigational,

plotting and fuel consumption problems. A total of 82 such problems were prepared.
Twenty-seven of these problers were estimated-timre-of-arrival problems, while

thirty-four were plotting problems, and twenty-one were fuel consumption problems.

Forms were preoared which provided the necessary data and Ss were to carry out the

mathematical solution. The Appendix provides an example of each type of problem,

ItI -
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The test tasks included Discrete Tracking, Track-to-Intercept (TTI), and psycho-

•tancy. The Discrete Tracking (DT) task consisted of six vertical and six hori-

zontal lights in an " "arrangevicnt mounted on a vertical panel. Push-button

switches on a keyboard were similarly arranged. If a light was on, the depression

of the corresponding push-button would extinguish it. Two lights were illuminated

at a time, one in the vertical row and one in the horizontal row, in a random

order. Tne S's task was to turn out the lights as soon as he could, using the

left hand for the vertical column of switches and the right hand for the horizontal

row of switches. The presentation rate of the lights could be programmed for

26, 30, or 53 light pairs per minute and was independent of S's response. A switch

on the experimenter's console was used to establish the desired rate. The cir-

cuit provided for the accumulation of the total time the operator was on target

(i.e., lights turned out) for each one-minute interval.

A vigilance task was performed during the discrete tracking test. This task

involved detecting toe illumination of a small neon light located approximately

at seated, eye-level and 30 inches to the left of the operator at a 45 0 -angle.

A push-button switch mounted on the table-top to the S's left was used to indicate

signal detection and turn off the light. The light was presented at random, with

the following constraints: a total of 5 presentations in each block of ten one-

minute discrete tracking periods, no more than three presentations would occur in

one five-minute period, and no lights presented before 15 seconds or after 45

seconds of a given one-minute interval had elapsed. A digital timer connected in

series with the light and switches allowed the experimenter to record detection

times. The light was turned off by E if not detected within one minute.

The S used a standard Bausch and Lomb Orthoratt.- to measure near and far phoria.

Limb steadiness and time perception, although two separate tasks, were administered

simultaneously. Limb steadiness involved inserting a one-eighth-inch metal stylus

into a one-quarter-inich circular aperture with the preferred hand. Contact of the

stylus with the side of the aperture completed a circuit which activated a digital

timer. The recorded measure was error, The S initiated the trial when) he was
"set" and terminated when he judged his time estimation interval had elapsed. Time

intervals to be estimated were between 34 and 73 seconds. One value was randomly

IIIl- 11



selected for each trial. The S turned a switch starting the tiiie estimation
ti-mer and actuating the limb steadiness circuit. When he judged that the given
1 L. C Vu . u.. ,,• clap.... he tu ne the. swi. d oflf and. .......... his ..... e . Al, 'I S_
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counted bacKward from 100 by 3's while performing these tasks.

The test for size constancy required S to estimate the actual length of a pro-

jected vertical line from a distance of 9 feet, Eighty-one photographic slides
of narrow black rectangles, ranging in length from 5 to 50 cm in 1 cm units, were
projected on a wihite paper screen. Ten slides were displayed during each test

unit, by means of a Carousel glide projector. The order of the slides was
randomly determined and repetition of lengths was also random. The S viewed the
projected image and using a reference scale provided at his station, estimated
the length of the image in centimeters. Figure 3 provfdes representative views

of the apparatus, Thie Avoendix Provides the specific task instructions.

PRCEOURE

Preliminary Study

Four Ss oarticioated in a preliminary study consisting of two test days, one day
for each work load condition. This "pilot" study served as a dress rehearsal for

the experimenters, established S training requirements and assisted in refining
the experimental schedule. These data were not included in the results.

Daily Schedule

On a test day, two Ss reported for duty at 0845 hours. Both Ss were assigned to
the same work load group. After a preliminary briefing and familarization with
tne laboratory area, Ss filled out a questionnaire and had their oral temperature

taken. Next, a brief familarization with the task equipment was provided. Dur-
ing the briefing, Ss were informed of the monetary bonus of $20.00, $12.50, and $5.00,
for the best 3 performances in their group. Although Ss knew about the general
nature of the study, they were not informed of the existence of two qroups. The
physiological recording preparation consisted of the attachment of sensors and

the physiological harness to the Ss. The foregoing activity required about one-

nalf hour.

Ill - 12
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Specific, in-depth training on all tasks was given next. An average of about

two hours was devoted to this training. althouuh this timlfl varlPd .•1whAt. due

to individual differences. Since most of the tasks were largely self-administered,
- -t.•-.o.•~• b,-c • •~h ee•T ,Ogily'T-ifiT~r wi t• toie

requirements. Training consisted of demonstrating the task, instructing In the

specific components, and pnviding practice with feedback.

Two complete test cycles were performed as covariant measures before the load-test

cycles were started. Since only one set of equipment was available, Ss were

sequenced through tasks in the same order but offset by one task, The only

difference between covariant tests and later tests was the presentation rate on

the discrete tracking task, which was increased from 26 to 53 light pairs per

minute.

Subjects started the loading tasks immediately after completing the second co-

variant session.

The gere-al plan of the experiment was to load the Ss for a series of consecutive

time periods with test periods in betweer. The loading oeriod lasted approximately

70 minutes, while the test period required 20 minutes (see Figure 4 ). One S

worked on continuous tracking while the other S worked on cognitive problems.

After 35 minutes, they changed place for 35 more minutes.

A similar procedure was used during the test tasks. One S would work for the

assigned length of time (approximately 5 minutes) at one task, -. g., discrete

tracking, while the other would work at the psychological task., etc. in the test

pnases. .owever, the Ss completed each test task just once, before going back

to the loading tasks to start the whole cycle over.

The Ss in the HWL group received no breaks, exceot for 1 or 2 trips to the iava-

tory, intil just before the sleep period. Eating 'sandwiches, crackers and

peanut butter, fruit, cookies, and candy bars) took place while the S was workina

on work load tasks. Food was provided at 1330 and 190f hours.

UI - 14
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The LWL group followed the same schedule as the HWL group, with but one change.

After each 5 min. in the work load phases, a 5-min. rest was provided. There

fore, the LWL Ss were loaded only one-half as much as the HWL Ss, excluding

The comoletion of the ninth cycle terinated the work portior of the test day.

The physiologicjl harness was uncoupled and the Ss taken to the lavatory, where

a urine sample was obtained and tested. When the Ss returned to the laboratory,

they completed the self-Inventory which was designed to determine their subjective

state of fatigue. The physiological harness was then re-coupled and the Ss
retired to the sleeping area. Laboratory lighting was extinguished during the

sleep phases.

The Ss were awakened at 0730 hours, after which they completed one additional test

period identical to those of the preceeding day. The Ss were then released and

the laboratory secured.

Three experimenters (El worked 8-hour shifts. Neither Ss nor Es were allowed out

of tne laboratory except for the required lavatory visits.

Ii1 - 16



RESULTS

The results are presented under three separate headings. First, evidence is pro-

vided to determine whether fatigue was produced in the HWL. Potential correlates

of fatigue are then considered and, finally, data testing Bartlett's Hypothesis

are presented.

During the long, continuous experimental sessions, some data were lost. Equip-
ment failure was the primary cause of lost data, but in two cases the Ss failed

to understand the instructions, In most cases where data were lost, data from

a comparable S in the other group were discarded, so that analyses were balanced
for order effects. A very few physiological values were estimated by using

adjacent values. In these cases, the Degrees-of-Freedom (df) in the error term

was corrected.

The experimental design is shown schematically in Figure 5. Subjects are nested

within workload, but are crossed with test periods (or loading periods or time).

For Discrete Tracking, two additional variables were added (Minutes within test

periods and horizontal versus vertical Time-on-Target (TOT)). The basic design
remains unchanged, however, with these added variables being crossed with all

other variables.

The .05 level was used for all significance tests. Any F ratio followed by an

asterisk is significant at p<.O5.

OPERATIONAL DEMONSTRATION OF FATIGUE

It was important for the purposes of this experiment that there was evidence of

fatigue. Further, magnitude of fatigue at different times in the experimental

session would allow for correlatior of potential fatigue indices with performance
decrement attributable to fatigue.

i l - 17



Discrete tracking was the primary task to demonstrate fatigue, but continuous

tracking, tne cognitive track to intercept problems, and the Self-Report Inven-

ty , mar % au U:su. J e aILU 9UuU UtdI of learning was anticipated, the
divergence of the LWL and HWL functions was considered to be the best operatlonal

demonstration of fatigue. Further evidence of fatigue could be inferred from a

decrement for the HWL late in the experimental session, should a decrement occur.

Discrete Tracking

The performance measure for Discrete Tracking (DT) was a Time-on-Target (TOT) in

seconds cumulated over one-minute-periods within the Horizontal and Vertical dimen-

sions. The pace was rapid producing the relatively low mean TOT scores shown in

Figure 6.

The most salient feature of these data is the significant WL X Test Period inter-

action (see ANOVA Summary in Table I). The groups begin to dive-ge on the fifth

test period and the difference is obvious on the seventh test period,

Both groups show approximately equal performance decrement on "the morning after",

Test 1O. The relative difference between the aroups is virtually unchanged by

the short sleep period (4 - 6 hours).

Tract-to-Intercept Cognitive Problems

The cognitive test problems, track-to-intercePt, were scored in three parts, each

haiing a value of one. Therefore, a S could obtain 0, 1, 2, or 3 correct for a

particular test period. The mean number correct responses are shown in Figure 7.

The ANOVA F values are also shown.

In order to reduce the error variance and also to statistically equate the two WL
groups, an analysis of covariance was run. The two preliminary covariant trials

were combined as the covariant and test periods 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 were sunined for

the variate. The WL, F (1,21) = .849 was not significant.
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TABLE I

Analysis of Variance Summary Table for Discrete Tracking

Source df Mean Square F.

I Work Load 1 657.46 0.48

K Test Period 9 540.03 2.02

L Minutes in Test Period 4 33.98 2.91 *

M Horizontal/Vertical 1 509.65 0.73

J(I) Subject (nested within) 14 1365.52

IK 9 267.78 3.97 *

IL 4 7.77 0.67

KL 36 6.62 1.13

IM 1 13.79 0.02

9 12.41 0.62 *

LM 4 6.25 4.43 *

J.<(I) 126 67.46

JL(I) 56 11.67

JM(I) 14 694.84

I KL 36 5.50 0.94
IKM 9 18.79 0.90

ILM 4 1.41 0.07

KLM 36 2.92 0,90

JKL(I) 504 5.88
Jm(1) 126 20.83

JLM(I) 56 4.34

I KLM 36 3.27 1.00

JKLM(I) 504 3.27

• Significant at .05 level
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Continuous Tracking

The adaptive Continuous Tracking (CT) task yielded a response measure which?ITh e a dap ti -1ve 1-o -ifulct-" Vvs--

arbitrary voltage units, such that large Values represent hard work and good

cerformanMce combined, With the control stationary, a score of 105 resulted in

a one-minute-period. The best score obtained was just above 400.

mhe means are snown in Figure 8 . It is obvious that the groups differ for all

loading periods. The WL X Loading Period interaction was not significant to

support the trends for trrý High and Low WL functions to diverge across loading

periods.

The main effect between groups dissipated when an Analysis of Covariance was

used. Loading period one was used as the covariant and periods 6, 7, 8, and 9

were combined as the variate. The F (1,21) of 1.704 was not reliable. The LWL

adjusted mean was 372 and the HWL adjusted mean was 348 with the difference still

favoring the LWL group.

Using the DT function for an estimate of the onset of fatigue, one further analysis

was performed to see if the WL functions diverged significantly after the fifth

loading perid. The F (3,66) = 4.651 was significant for the WL by Loading Period

interaction. The HWL decrement was significant for these four loading periods.

During the last four load cycles performance did deteriorate with the loading

cycle. Means were computed for each of six five-minute work periods for the cycle.

From the first to sixth, the means were: 354, 341, 336, 328, 326, and 327.

Self-Report Inventory

The Ss self-report responses are summarized in TableII. Means for High and Low

WL's and Estimated Standard Error of Means are given.
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(Pg. I of 3)

TABLE II

SELF-REPORT INVENTORY WITH ITEM MEANS AND STANDARD ERRORS

OF MEANS FOR HIGH AND LOW WORK LOAUDCONDITIONS

1 z Strongly Disagree
2 a Disagree
3 v Agree
4 ft Strongly Agree

LOW WL HIGH WL

I T E M MEAN SE. MEAN S.E.

3. Wnen it was time to eat lunch today, I 1.42 .15 1.33 .19

seemed to have lost my appetite.

4. Time seemed to pass very slowly. 2.00 .17 2.17 .17

5. The break for lunch seemed to refresh me. 3.00 .21 3.25 .22

6. Any errors I made today were the fault of 1.42 .15 1.42 .15
other people.

2. I did not raintain the same lavel of 2.58 .23 3.00 .2B
performance throughout the day.

9. It was difficult to wake up this morning. 2.42 .19 2.33 .22

11. The tasks seemed to be reiated to flight. 3.17 .11 3.17 ,24

13. I felt as though I were pushing myself to 2.50 .26 2.83 .24
complete the tasks.

15. I had difficulty falling asleep last 1.67 .19 1.92 .23
night.

17. I felt that if I could have just stopped 1.58 .15 1.75 .18
and closed my eyes for ten minutes, I
could have continued working indefinitely

18. Now that the day is over, I feel tired, 2.83 .17 2.92 .23

19. I could not have continued working for 2.00 .17 2.42 .26
several hours more.

20. I did not get a good night's sleep 2.08 .19 2.17 .24
last n ig-ght.
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1 Never
2 = Sometimes Table 1I (2 of 3)

3 Often
4 Constantly

ILOW WL HIGH WL
I TEM c ri .... S .[ uIi L, S

_r __• _1 _..1

21. 1 became irritated and impat-ent 1.33 .14 1.33 .49
with other people's errors,

22. . 1[ could see my performance deviating, 1.67 .14 1.92 .51
b'!t I felt no particular need to attempt
to correct the deviation.

23 ... my eyelids felt heavy, and my eyes 1.75 .22 1.83 .72
would begin to close.

24. .my leg fell asleep. :108 .08 1.08 .29

25. . .my joints became stiff. 1.50 .19 2.00 1.04

27. .my responses seemed sluggish. 1.92 .08 2.25 .75

28 . ... the physiological instrumentation 1. 5 8  .15 1.67 .65
interferred with my normal duties.

29. .it was hard to concentrate on the 1.42 .15 1.92 .79
task I was doing.

30. . .1 became sleepy. [2.00 .17 1.92 .51

31. . numbers on dials and charts appeared 1.42 .19 1.58 .67
fuzzy.

32. .1 became bored. 1.83 .11 2.42 .90

33. A. felt that I wanted to quit. 1.50 .19 1 1.92 .79

34 ... my speech became slurred, and I 1.75 .13 1.42 .67
mispronounced words or revised the
order of words in a sentence.

35. .1 found myself day-dreaming. , 2.25 .13 2.58 79

36. .my responses seemed sluggish. 2.00 .17 2.50 .80

37. .1 developed a headache. 1.17 .11 10M .51

38. s s .1 began to lose interest in the 1.58 .15 1.67 .65
tasks and my performance.

39. .a ringing developed in my ears. 1.00 0.0 1.33 65
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Table II (3 of 3)

1 = Never
2 = Sometimes
3 z Often
4 = Constantly

LOW WL 1IGH WL

TE M MEAN S.E. MEAN S.E,

40. . .1 began to sweat. 1.17 ,11 .92 .29

41 . . 1 became sleepy. 2.00 .12 1.75 .75

43 . .. the noise became annoying. 1.75 .13 1.33 .65

44.. .my leg fell asleep. 1.08 .08 .92 .29

45. .1 rubbed my eyes. 2.00 .21 1.83 .83

46 . .. the instrument harness felt 2.25 .18 1.67 1.07
uncomfortable.

a7 . ... it became difficult to make decision
quickly. 1.83 .11 2.08 1.00

48. . . a pain developed in my neck ard

shoulders, 1.58 .26 2.08 1.00

49. . 1.. . yawned or stretched. 2.42 .15 2.67 1.07

50 . .. the ear phones became uncomfortable. 1.58 .23 2.92 1.31
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Several items offer evidence of the Ss perception of fatigue symptoms. The

HWL groups felt they did not maintain the same level of performance over trials,

felt more tired at the end of the day, felt less motivated to maintain their Ij

felt they had more difficulty making quick decisions than the LWL group.

These and many other items indicate that the HWL group verbalized more fatigue

Symptoms than the LWL group.

CORRELATES OF FATIGUE

Given performance decrement as a function of continuous work, certain physiolo-

gical and psychological behaviors may change systematically with the decrement.

Several variables were nmasured to determine their relationship with the perform-

ance decrement.

Phoria

Near vertical, near horizontal, far vertical, and far horizontal phoria were

measured each test period. Zero phoria on the vertical measures was indicated by

a response of five, the center value of a nine-point scale. Zero phoria for

horizontal judgments was a response of 8.

One measure was obtained in each of the four phoria tests in each test period.

These responses were then transformed to deviations from 5 (or 8 for the horizontal).

The algebraic means (use sign) of these deviation scores are shown in Figures 9

through 12. The data offer no suggestion of progressive changes in phoria across

Test Periods.
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Using the covariant measures, :he phoria scores were also analyze!d with an

analysis of covariance. Test scores 6, 7, 8. 9, and 10 were ýummed and used

as the variate. The WL F ratios were .834, .127, .976, and .939 for Near Vertical,
-- 4 • Her-i it--4~~n.-l,-•-Ve4tAN • .-c- -. d.fa.•Hor o.c, __spc ;•,' ih•,-a~ -, -

No significant effects ,ere obtained.

Since tendencies toward positive and negative phoria for later test periods

might balance one another, the absolute means (disregard sign) were also

analyzed. These means are shown in Figures 13, 14, 15, and 16. There were rno

significant effects and no meaningful trends.

Again, an analysis of covariance was used to reduce the error variance and

statistically equate the WL groups. The WL F ratios were 1.921, .066, .076, and

2.163 for Near Vertical, Near Horizontal, Far Vertical, and Far Horizontal,

respectively, all with I and 21 df. None of these values are significant.

Time Estimation

During each test period, the Ss made one time estimate. Their rest.-..- es were

recoraed to the nearest .1 second and these values were transform&J La absolute
deviations from times to be estimated. The mean absolute error scores as a

function of WL and test period are shown in Figure 17. The HWL groups made

slightly greater errors and this tendency increased in the later work periods

out these differences were not reliable. The discrete tracking data are also

presented for a direct comparison of the two variables. The point of divergence

for both functions occurs at approximately the fifth loading period.

An analysis of covariance using two preliminary trials as the covariant and com-

bining Test Periods 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 as the variate, was significant, F (1,21) =

6.158. This analysis statistically equated the two groups on the basis of pre-

liminary trials so that the significant F represents decrement for the HWL group

in Test Periods 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. The L..L and HWL adjusted means were 5.78 and

11.53 seconds, respectively.
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aperatture during a trial. A low score, therefore, reflects good performance.

The means are-shown in Figure 18 as a function WL and Test Period. The mean

differences are not reliable. An analysis of Covariance on Trials 6, 7, 8, 9,

and 1 combined failed to reach significance, F(1,21) = .099. Figure 18 pro-

vides a graphical representation of this data.

Size Estimation

The unit of measure for Size Estimation was absolute cert 4rneters error. Ten judg-

ments were made each test period. The means and standard deviations of the abso-

lute error were computed and used as raw scores for the analyses.

Figure 19 shows the average error when the means of test periods were used. Sig-

nificantly larger errors were made in the later work periods but they were not

associated with WL.

The means of the Size Estimation standard deviation score are shown in Figure 20.

There were no meaningful trends in these means.

Vigilance

D:Jring the Discrete Tracking task a light was presented on some trials. When S

detected the light in his peripheral vision he was to extinguish it with a push-

button switch. The response measure was RT in seconds and median RTs were com-

puted for blocks of test trials. None of the mean differences shown in Figure 21

are significant.
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Thmperature

Oral temperature was taken four times: 9:00 A.M., 4:00 P.M., 3:00 A.M., prior

to sleep, and 7:30 A.M., just after waking. The diurnal cycle was confirmed

(See Figure 22), but no other means were reliably different. An Analysis of

Covariance, using the 9:00 A.M. values as the covariant and the 7:30 A.M. values

as the variate failed to show reliable differences, F(1,31)= 0. An analysis

of covariance for the 3:00 A.M. values indicated that the HWL had significantly

lower temperatures, F (1,21) - 4.089. The adjusted means were 97.7 and 97.1 for

the LWL and HWL groups, respectively.

Urinary Tests

Specimens of urine were taken after the final test cycle and after a short sleep

period. Three separate tests were run, using the combistix technique so that

specimens were placed in categories.

Table III gives a frequency count for the protein concentration, glucose, and

pH tests as a function of WL and time of measurement. The results are virtually

identical for High and Low WL with almost no change from the first to the second

measure.

Heart-Rate

Heart.-rate was recorded alternately for the two Ss each eession in three-minute

blocks. Time elapsed during 10 heart-beats was dilitally recorded and these

times were then converted to Beats-Per-Minute (BPM). Six to ten of these samples

were taken to represent each hour and means and estimated standard deviations were

computed for each nour. Missing data prohibited the use of 10 samples every hour,

but no sample less than six was used.
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TABLE III

FINAL TEST CYCLE AND AFTER A SHORT SLEEP PERIOD

FOR THE HIGH AND LOW WORK LOAD GROUPS

(Combistix Method. All call entries represent the

number of subjects in that category)

After Final Work Cycle After Sleep

Protein Neg. Tr. 1+ 2+ 3+ Neg. Tr. 1+ 2+ 3+

LWL 12 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0

HWL 11 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0

Glucose Neg, Light Med. Dark Neg. Light Med. Dark

LWL 12 0 0 0 10 2 0 0

HWL 11 0 0 0 10 0 0 0

pH 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8

LWL 6 5 1 0 8 4 0 0

HWL 7 4 0 0 6 3 1 0
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Figure 23 shows the means for WL and Time of Day (TO) when the mean BPM for each

hour were usea as raw scores. mne WL groups differ Initially and the difference

remains essentially constant across TO, Correcti ng for ini tial differences the

curves are quite similar with peaks correspondinq to feeding tines.

Figure 24 shows heart-rate variance where SDs were used as raw scores. Again

the WL groups differ throughout with essentially no WL X TO interaction.

For the sleep period, heart-rate scores were recorded and treated similar to

waking values except that they were not analyzed by hours. Rather, they were

combined into a single mean and SD for each S.

When means were used as raw scores, the LWL mean was 58.0 BPM and the HWL mean

was 57.0. The F (1,16) = .084 was not significant. An analysis of covariance

statistically equating the groups also failed to be significant, F(l,15) = .058.

Using SO scores, tne mean SD for the LWL group w~s 8.45 BPM and 7.44 for the HWL.

This difference was not significant, F (1,15) = .970.

Basal Skin Resistance

Basal Skin Resistance (BSR) was taken in ohms resistance and converted to log

ohms resistance. One sample was taken each hour and the WL by TO means are

plotted in Figure 25. Resistance decreases throughout the day, but there is no

differential decrease for tne two WLs.

Sleep BSR is shown in Figure 26. Again, resistance decreages across hours,

but not differentially.

Respiration Rate

Respiration was recorded in wave form on strip charts. Ten one-minute samples

were taken for each hour and a mean was computed. These means were then used as

raw scores and they are summarized in Figure 27. RR decreased over time, hut.

there was no differential decrease as a function of 4L.
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Comp.irison of Discrete Tracking, Continuous Tracking, and Time Estimation

In order to see the relationship among OT, CT, and Time Estinmtion Error, they i
dre plotted together in Figure 28. The CT HWL function was adjusted for easier

comparison, The adjustment is the mean difference between the LWL and IIWL on

th(i first two Test- t rial cycles. Comparisons are also given in Figures 29, 30,

31, and 32, for S1, 52, 311, and S12, as examples of individual perfonrmace curves.

TEST OF 3ARTLETT'S HYPOTHESIS

Two variables allowed for a test of Bartlett's Hypothesis, Discrete Tracking,

id Size Esti-nation. The hypothesis predicts increased variance, perceptual

operator distress, and performance decrement - in that order.

.iscrete Tracking

"determine whether performance became more variable in the HWL condition in

j..cessive test periods, the Standard Deviation for each Test Period for the ten

TOT scores eacr S produced, were used as raw scores.

The means of these SD scores as a function of WL and Test Period are shown in

Figure 33. There was a perfect reversal from the prediction, The LWL performance

became significantly more variable than the HWL. The F ratios are shown on the

figure.

Perceptual break-up would be reflected in the interaction between Horizontal-

Vertical and Test Period for the HWL. These means are shown in Figure 34, and

it is apparent that the functions are virtually parallel indicating little or

no interaction. The ANOVA Smmary in Table I confirms this with a WL X H-V X TP

interaction F ratio (9,504) .902.
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Measures of operator distress were not taken systematically. Notes were made

of the hypothesis.

Performance decrement for Discrete Trackinq was described above.

Size Estimnation

The size estimation scores allowed a test of Increased variance across work

periods, Ten judgments of size estimations were made in each Test Period and
the 'Standard Deviation of the Absolute Error scores was computed. The means

of these Su scores were presented in Figure 20. There was a slight trend for

variance to increase across Test Periods, slightly miore pronounced for the HWL,
but the ANOVA failed to confirm the trend.
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OPERATIONAL DEW)NSTRATION OF FATNIUE

Fhere was ample evidence that some fatigue occurred, The effect was best
illustrated by the Discrete Tracking task where the Low Work Load (LWL) and
High Work Load (HWL) curves began to diverge sharply with the HWL showing
performance decrement, One might assume that the onset of fatigue was at the
fifth Test Period but this is probably e gross over-simplification. Further
testimony of fatigue was produced by Continuous Tracking and the Self Report
Inventory.

The Continuous Tracking task was used primarily as a loading task to fatigue

the Ss, !t was analyzed For symptoms of fatigue under the assumption that a
divergence of the curves especially with a decrement for the HWL could best be
explained by fatigue. The HWL received twice as much practice on CT as the LWL
so that 3 simple direct comparison was impossible. Also the task was self-paced
,lacing only moderate demands on the S. The findings lend general support to
the OT data.

Responses on the Self Report Inventory indicated that the HWL Ss perceived
themselves as being more fatigued than the LWL Ss.

By some combined criteria it seems a certainty that the HWL group was more
fatigued than the LWL group. But if this is so, how should the cognitive Track-
to-Intercept data be interpreted?

Perhaps the most decisive comparison in this experiment was between DiScrete
Tracking and the Cognitive TTI problems. In pilot work a rimplified DT task
and the TTI were evaluated. This prelininary iniestigation indicated that
neither task in the form evaluated was likely to be a sensitive index of fatigue.
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The difficulty of the DT task was increased so that maximum effort was required

JUIt Lt SL ty wit I ,U . I I J1 I. t..... 1,.. .dk1M4. C ... . .... 4 ru rn

complete miss such that the lights were demanding a new response before S could

initiate his response to a previous signal. The pace was rapid and the pressure

unrelenting. The task was an excellent index of fatigue. The Cognitive TTI

problems were of moderate difficulty with virtually no time pressures. Alter-

native cognitive tasks were considered. Moderate difficulty with temnoral pacinq

seemed to be the need, but it was impossible in the constraints of this investi-

gation (realism and calendar schedule) to effect an alternate task. Indeed, this

may have been fortunate since it served to verify and emphasize the preliminary

conclusions.

LORRELATION OF FATIGUE

The onset of fatigue is most certainly coincident with the first response. There

is probably a brief period after warm-up when the organism is best able to respond.

With continuation of the task the organism becomes less capable but this deteriora-

tion is masked by the combination of increased effort and tasks that demand less,

sometimes far less, than S's maximum effort and skill. Only a task which makes
almost excessive demands on skill and effort will immediately reflect fatigue.

Other measures may be partially sensitive but they will Indicate fatigue only

after it has become excessive.

Given the conclusion that the onset of fatigue begins with the first response,

specific psychological and physiological variables should reflect fatigue chanqes.

Initially, these variables would show extremely subtle deviations due to the

gradual onset of fatigue. With progressive fatigue the correlates would show

larger and larger deviations from some nominal value. This entire sequence of

changes would be continuously retarded by recuperative mechanisms (Selye, 1950).

As fatigue cumulates recuperati'.: processes reduce fatigue and then with rest

eliminate it. Correlates of fatigue should reflect this entire cycle. Ideally,

the correlates would be simple physiological or psychological behavior for thp

applied setting.
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Jiscrete Tracking and Time Estimation were the best correlates of fatigue. As

the experimental session proqressed the HWL performance p)roqressively deterio-

rated on these tasks. No other potential indices of fatigue showed any promise

The D)T task manifested all the attributes of a potentially good fatigue correlate

so it was not particularly surprising when DT correlated with WL and produced a

significant WL by test period interaction. The behavioral processes that were

fatigued in the CT task were presumably necessary for DT degredatlon. After

successive loading periods the CT fatigue was reflected in DT performance. There-
sore, you might predict from L)T decrement that performance in the less demanding

CT task was beginning and would be clearly evident if the work continued. This
was irdeed tne case. nhe HPL ano L4L DT curves oegin to diverge at the third or

fourvh 'oAding-test cycle whereas the CT divergence gradually begins at the sixth
or seventi" load-test cycle (also, recall that the test measures of a load-test

cycle follow the load measures).

Time estimation has been identified as a correlate in other investigations.

'7rirenter, et cl. (1969) found significantly smaller time estimation errors in

--w :oai ccnditions rela•iv': to High Load conditions, contrary to the present data.

Gartlett (1943), however, found larger time estimation errors in conditions

designed to produce high fatigue.

Time estimation can be measured with a simple psychological test. It would be

ideal for many applications. Several (5 - 6) successive estimates would be

necessary to produce a reliable measure. In most situations these estimates

could be concurrent with on-going activities producing minimal interruption.

It could be argued that fatigue was not severe so that there was little opportunity

for covaria-ce. While it is true that Ss were not worked to complete debilitation,
verbal reports and behavioral measures indicated at least moderate fatique. This

is precisely the level of fatigue that would be important to predict. Lower levels

of fatigue would not be significantly detrimental for most tasks and higher levels

wculd he self-evident.
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Some variables ,jeserve further consideration even though they failed to be pro-

ductive in this experiment. Horizontal phoria may be an Index of visual fatigue

given tasks with greater visual load or poor liqhtir- conditions. Oral tempera-
4,.e aL.•4.•i..•-•4 e~. e- +~d-W-t AA.0 A-.M .- -.--T.em~pe~r•aur*_-4,s__

simple direct measure wh iLn has shown promise before (Carpenter, et al. 1969)

and should receive further attention.

The recovery processes were not adequately sampled with the short 3-to-s-hour

sleep period. Therefore, variables likely to be associated with recovery pro-

cesses should receive further exploration. They would be ideal indices of crew

readiness.

it now seems clear that special tests must be developed to ensure measurement of

fatigue in operational settings. The tests must require traits very similar to

those in the operational setting but demand maximum skill with almost excessive

time pressures. Approximately 5 - 10 minutes would be required to produce reliable

measurement. Such tests should predict performance decrement in typical operational

tasks so that missions can be terminated before the impairment actually occurs.

Other simple psychological and/or physiological correlates may be effective from

time-to-time but should not be considered as primary fatigue indices.

BARTLETT'S HYPOTHESIS

The present investigation did not provide for a good test of Bartlett's Hypothesis

(Bartlett, 1953). TIhe perceptual display was not sufficiently complex at any one

time to allow for perceptual break-up and only two measures were obtained which

would reflect increased variance. Perhaps it would be best simply to conclude

that Bartlett's Hypothesis received no suppcrt.

The significant reversal in DT variance demands some consideration. Why should

performance become more variable for the LWL groun and remain relatively stable

for tne HWL group? Since performance was superior in the LWL group, perhaps this

is just one of those cases where means and variance are correlated, contrary to

our typical statistical assumptions. Or this may he that "one in twenty" random
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error effect that we expect when we use the .05 level of significance. There

!I • LU U! IIU PIdU ,u~ I ,,It: WIeU, IfI..0 AIatIQIUII ^r LthI I V . .

COMPAR&SON WITH CARPENTER, ET AL. (1969)

Carpenter, et al. (1969) simulated ASW missions of 2-hour and 8-hour duration.

4avy crews flew an S2 simulator on five successive days for one duration period

and then after a weekend break flew five more missions of the other duration.
The work environment was crowded, noisy, poorly ventilated, and poorly lighted.
The tasks closely simulated ASW tasks. The high WL conditions made only moderate

demands on the Ss.

The present study used tasks related to ASW but the study should not be considered
a simulation of ASW missions. Lighting and ventilation were good. There was

ample space with frequent opportunities for the Ss to move about and stretch.

Background noise was of moderate intensity. There was a high work load condition
extending over 14 hours producing extensive demands on the Ss.

Heart-rate and respiration rate seemed to be indices of fatigue for Carpenter et al.

but not in the present study. The change in environmental conditions, the task
differences, and/or successive versue one-day test periods could account for the
discrepancy between the two studies. It may be that the physiological parameters

will be sensitive only when there is extensive work in poor environmental conditions.

,Hcria measures may be sensitive with a conmination of high visual load and poor
Iigmting. Either adequate lighting or low visual load may invalidate phoria as a

fatigue index.

The Ss' sel•-reports of fatigue symotoms were similar across the two studies with

pernaps just the slightest increase in intensity of fatigue symptoms in the present

investi gation.
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The major difference between the experiments was the high correlation of tracking

oerformance and WL in present study with nn annap..nt "lAtinnch4n in the nroulnetc
experiment. Again, this seems to certify the necessity of a moderately difficult

-di v•m.ure arpenter, eV a used pilot performance
in a standard rate turn, a maneuver with low temporal stress requiring a noderate
level of skill. The performance decrement trends for this turn maneuver may
reflect fatigue while at the same time indicate low sensitivity for the measure.
In contrast, OT in the present study reflected fatigue and proved to be an extremely
sensitive index. The OT task demanded an extremely high rate of information

processing per unit of time.
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CONCLUS IONS

1. The HWL Ss were more fatigued than the LWL Ss.

2. Discrete Tracking was the best performance index of fatigue

but other measures reflected fatigue,

3. Time estimation errors reflected the magnitude of fatigue.

4. Bartlett's Hypothesis was not supported- however, it may not

have been adequately tested.

5. Indices of fatigue must demand moderate or high level skills

with almost excessive time pressures.

6. Simple physiological or psychological measures may indicate

fatigue for some applications while being insensitive for

others.
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APPENDIX A

SUBJECT SCREENING AND BRIEFING
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Subject _

SUIBJECT URIuFING

1. Purpose: To study behavior in simulated long duration flight operations.

2. Th..! t•k involived no nt ;:ianuall labor, but more 1 ikoe dk work.
It rg-•c, roi 1i v , ri., it t•:.• p ico in a iabor toiry.

3. You r,;, t. e pN , -.. jIiL for a full 74 hours. You can:not. l::ave the
laboratory durinj t•at time.

4. Part of the 24 hours is reserved fer slcep.,> which comil1 aon at
the end of the sa:nc (lay, after the task hes ceen cu:%%.A1ted.

5. Slpepini quartc-rs end bedding are within the laboratory. If you
requirt 'i.ir- than 4 hours of sleep, you cannot counit on it for
this 2. hour pcricd.

6. Toill, and h;ov.,er facilities ir,, available in the laboratory. You
will L- ,.e! t;. pro''id% your o'.n to;.iels. In gen9 ral, bring with
you wi.its.ver :,,nu nor::ially require for an over-night stay.

7. rnfid, (-.t.,ects only) will be supplied, but not at regular meal time.
Thefoci w:ill be in the form of snacks and sand-diches.

3. You .ill be rcnuircd to wear so:me electrical connections during
both the day and the sleep period. There will be no danger of
electric:l shock. You will also wear elastic belts around your
chest and stomach.

9. You cannot smoke except by permission at planned intervals.

I understand and accept the above conditions.
I Undorstand that if I refuse to complete the full
24 hours of work I cannot be paid.

Siqn-ture__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

r.ddress

Phone iNo.

My Ann in Years

Sest Available Copy
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GENERAL MEDICAL

Yes No

Is your corrected vision normal

Do you wear glasses

Do you now have any disease or infection
thatyou can report

Is your hearing good

Are you now.i taking any medicine

Do you have any skin trouble

Have you ever had a skin allergy

Do you have diabetes

Has any of your family had diabetes

Have you ever had heart trouble

Did you ever have rheumatic fever

Ha, any one ever said you have epilepsy

'lWould ycu object to qiving specimens
of your urine during the experiment

Is there anything important about your
health not ilready asked. If YES,
state below.
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GENERAL qUESTIONS

Can you avoill use of the toilet for-
as long as 4 hours during the

Are there foods you are not allowed
to eat. IF YES, name them.

Are you willing to go without regular
meals during tho experiment

Do you have any unusual food requirement

Can you arrange yor affairs so that there
will 5e no outside interruption during
the experiment

Do you have troub',e sleeping ".hen you are
avn.iy frcm home
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/ APPENDIX B

APPARATUS DIAGRAMS
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APPENJIX C

SAMPLE COGNITIVE PROBLEMS
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Instructions

After plottirg the coordinates you are to compute the distance traveled,
soeed, and ccmpass headinq for the followinq problems,

D. Distance is derived simply by measurina the distance between two
oint (ie., between fix I and 2). A ruler is provided for this
purpose. Ynu will be .iven further instruction.

i. Speed is derived by dividinq distance by time. Ycu get "t1n'
by subtracting the approoriate times Oiven in your problem sheets.
You are te convert "time" into seconds. For example, in the follow'iq
oroblenm you would do as follows:

t 2 07 : .09 09
t 06 :03 :04

1: 6:

1 hr. 3600 sec.
6 min. 360 sec.
5 sec. 5 sec.

3965 sec.

Therefore, "time" eruals 3965 seconds.
3600

To get soeed you simoly divide the distance by time. So, if distance
equa½-, 46 rautical miles, then soeed equals:

-- 3965
= 46 3600

= 6 360C3965

= 40

Speed is equal to 40 knots.

'I. Comnass heading is obtained by plottinq the coordinates provided,
drawina a line between the points, and measuring the headinr with a
protractor.

(-. 30
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San.ple Problem and Its Solution

r•i yen':

1) lat. 32u 11' N, Ion';. 1530 13' E (t 01:39:31)

2) lat. 320 15' !-, long. 1530 31' E (t 02:30:11)

QIues ti ons:

A. What is the distance from fix 1 to fix 2?

B. What is the speed of the sub if it is travelinq from fix I to fix 2?

C. What is the compass headinQ?

Solution

A. Oistance equals 19 nautical miles. This was derived simply by

measuring the distance between the two fixes.

B. Speed

~~0:397l 50 3000(DOI : 89: 71so30

-01 : 39 : 31 60 40
T 403000 3040

19 0409x 3600 68400
3600 3040 3040

4,ý 68400 22.50
3040

Speed = 22.50 knots

C. You will be shown how compass headings are read.

Note:

1) t = time

2) A "fix" is a point that you have plotted,
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ESTIMATED TIME OF ARRIVAL

PROBLEMS
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All problems that involve air speed:

1. The effect of altitude

Light plane airspeed Indicators are calibrated for standard sea
level operation (590 F -29.92" Hg). As you go to higher alti-
tudes, the air will be less dense and therefore there will be
less drag. The plane will move faster, but because of the lesser
density, the airspeed will register less than your actual speed.
This error can be corrected roughly by the rule of thumb, "add
2 per cent per thousand feet". This means that if your "calibrated"
airspeed is 100 mph at 5,000 feet, your "true" airspeed is
5 x 2 - +10 per cent - (.10) (100) = 10mph + 100mph - 110mph.

2. The effect of wind

Ground speed is like walking on an escalator. If you're walking
aoainst the escalator at its exact speed, you make no progress.
By waking with the escalator your speed is added to its speed.

Air mass (wind) speed -20 mph

calibrated speed = 100 mph

Ground speed = 100 - 20 = 80 mph

calibrated -100 mph

Air mass (wind) speed - 20 mph

Ground speed - 100 + 20 = 120 mph
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EXAMPLES:

1. Altitude

At what altitude must a plane be flying in order for it to tike 3 hours
to fly 450 nautical miles if it had a 25 knot tail wind and vi•s flying
at 95 knots?

Solution:

a. air speed 95 + 25 120 knots (speed plu. wind factor)

b. land speod - 450 ( 3 150 knots (distance to be flown divided by time)

c. correction factor per thousand feet = .02 x 120 = 2.40 (correction factor
times air speed)

d. 150 - 120 30 (land speed subtracted by air, speed)

e. altitude 30 ,- 2.40 = 12,500 feet (difference between land speed and
air speed divided by correction factor)

2. Time

Flying at 6.000 feet, with a 20 knot tail wind, at 100 k how long will it
take to go 500 nautical miles?

Sol ution:

a. 2 x 6 = .12 x 100 = 112K (correction factor for altitude)

b. 112 + 20 = 132K - (correction factor for altitude)

c. time = 500 .- 132 = 3.79 (distance divided by speed)

3. Distance

A plane is traveling at 100 knots at 5,000 feet, with a head wind of 20 knots.
How many nautical miles can it travel in 2 hours?

Solution:

a. 5 x 2 = .10 x 100 = 100 + 10 = 110 (correction factor for altitude)

b. 110 + 20 130 (correction factor for wind)

c. 130 x 2 260 nautical miles (distance that can be flown)
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FUEL CONSUMPTION
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INSTRUCTIONS

To determine the amount of fuel consuimed. follow thee sten%:

1. Convert speed into true air speed as you did in •he estimated time of
..... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~O Ca't C,,,,J ý•,=,~• V yI• P,, Vt- U I y.V'• Ult I. lf lU0US dflIU I ...eI

the plane is into the atmosphere. Then you multiply this amount by
the speed, and add the amount to the speed. Finally, you add or sub-
tract the wind factor. This value Is your true air speed, (See
instructions for ETA problems.)

2. Next you divide the distance flown by the true air speed to qet the
duration of the flight.

3. Finally, you multiply the value for flight duration by the value for
the number of gallons consumed per hour. This latter value can be
found by looking at Table I and finding the power rating given in the
problem. You will use the accompanying number for the multiplication,

4. The product is your answer.
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7~I
TABLE 1

Sof-Pwer Rati-nq Gai-ons of Fuel, Consumed Per/Hr. --........

66t 12.8

9O'~ 19.1

6 G. 12.0
5N, 9.9---- =

96% 22.6

45• 8.9
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T.T.I .

PROBLEMS
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II
Formulas for r. T. Prubleins

distance 20 1.m.

U - - . distance J•--•-•] n.m. _____________ ___......__

t 3 lirs.

1. Fn e vai e of th.e 'ypoteruso iS equal to tne square root of the sum of
the squarred legs j*. the triarvle. Tnat is, in the triangle
S(.r 'nryW"O~toruse) equa] ls ý

,1 -1c, T ~c 4- • n

r

tn2 ,2'u of one lei and the nypotenuse are know,~, the value of the
otner le.; ia./ De found by: i . squaring tne value of the known leg and
scqjar-Inq tne nmpotenuse; 2. subtracting the squared value of the leg
from tie value of the squared hynotenuse; 3. Then taking the square root
of tie outained value. That is 2 2

a C -b or

Example:

300

a 43

: : I2



Formulas for T.T.I. Problems (continued)

For the first two parts (A and B) of the question you will use the inforniatlon
listed under 'given". For the third part (C) you will use the infomratlon
,jrovided after the question.

t ti6
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APPENDIX 0

SPECIFIC TASK INSTRUCTIONS
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SPECIFIC TASK INSTRUCTIONS

Instructions: Continuous Tracking

This is a continuous tracking task. It is your job to keep the green pip in th,

exact center of the screen, which is designated by the vertical line. The pip

will move randomly but by moving the "joy-stick" in the direction you want the

pip to go, you will be able to control its fluctuations. You are to use only

one hand while manipulating the stick. Use the same hand for all trials.

The closer the pip is to the center and the longer you keep it that way, the

more credit you will be given.

Instructions: Ortho-rater (Phoria)

You are to look at four targets, two at close range and two at a more distant

range. The two displays seen at close range will be the same as the two seen

at the more distant range.

You adjust for the two closer displays first by pulling toward you where it says

"ortho-rater". Then you move the adjustor on the right side of the ortho-rater

so that it is spaced between the 1 and 2. This is the setting for the vertical

display. After you adjust to this setting, by looking into the lens you will

see that there is a step-like ladder with a number designating each stap (range,

1 to 9). Also there is a discrete horizontal line that is formed by a number of

red dots, Your task is to determine the step level that the horizontal line runs

across. You record the number that corresponds between the numbers 2 and 3.

This is the setting for the horizontal display. After you adjust to this setting,

by looking into the lens you will see that there are some horizontally-:paced

white dots with a number under each of them (range, 1 to 15). Laterally, there

is an arrow with black dots within it. You are to determine where the arrow inter-

cepts a dot. You are to record on your data sheet the nunt)er that i,; beltow th,,

dot that you think the arrow intercepts.
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After finishing that, move the adjustor back to its previous setting between

1 and 2. Then push forward where it says "ortho-rater" and now you are ready

to work with the more distant display.

First, move the adjustor farthest from you (on the right side of the ortho-rater)

to the numbter 5. This is the setting for the vertical display. You then folllow

the same procedure as in the vertical display task above.

Next, mnove the farthest adjustor to the number 6. This is the setting for the
horizontal display. Then follow the same procedure as in the horizontal display

task above,

Finally, move the setting back to the number 5, then go on to the next station
(i.e., the Size Constancy station).

Instructions: Combined Hand Steadiness and Time Perception

In this task, you will do two things. You are required to make an estimate of a
prescribed time interval; also, during that estimation period you are to keep
the stylus from touching the sides of the circle, as well as the back-up plate.

Follow carefully these procedures:

I. Select the appropriate time interval to be estimated.

2. To reset the timer to zero, push the reset buttons in the

bottom right corner of the bottom apparatus.
3. To reset-the numbers on the top apparatus to zero, push

the reset button in the bottom right corner of the too

apparatus.

4. With your dominant arm, take tie stylus into your hand

with your palms faced down. You canrot hold the stylus
beyond the plastic coverinq. Do not place your arm on

the table while doing the task.
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5. Take the plastic box into your free hand and place a finger

on the switch. This operates both tinr.I

6. Make sure you are standing so that you cannot see the numbers

of the two apparatus.

7. When you are ready, exts-i your arm and keep the styiu.
from touching the sides. rhen flip on the switch on the

plastic box. Be sure to keep the stylus from touching

the sides and oack plate as much as possible, The

more you touch these, the poorer one of your scores

will be.

3. As soon as you turn on the switch, begin counting aloud
backwards - from 100 by threes. When you have judged
that the prescribed interval has elapsed, switch off

the plastic box. You can then release the stylus.

9. Look around and record in the approoriate spaces on
your data sheet the actual elapse time (from bottom

3pparatus) and the time touching the plate (from top

apparatus).

Reset both series of numbers and move on to the next station.

instructions: Size Estimation

In this task, you are to estimate line length.

First, move the t'ack switch from the "OFF" cosition up two notches to where it

says "LOW". This turns on the projector and projects a blýck line onto the screen
before you. You will notice a scale to the right of the projector with numbers
on it, ranging from 1 t) 52. This scale is in centimeters. Your task is to deter-
mine the length of the projected line in centimeters, using this scale. You are

to estimate the line to the nearest centimeter. When you have done this, record
on your data sheet the number which corresponds to the estimated line lenqth in

centimeters.
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Un your data sheet you wiIi noti ce tfhd. there cree ,10 SapCS ,, , each row. •1 .U r

this task you will estimate 10 lines, using the procedure just described. There
will be only one line on each slide. Therefore, you go through a series of 10
slides, To do this, you must push the grey button marked "FOR" on the black box
oeside the projector. By pushing the button once you will advance forward one
slide. By holding the button down you can advance forward more than one slide.
If you want to go back and look at a slide, push the button marked "REV". This
button reverses the slide advancement. The longer you hold this button down, the
farther back in the series of slides you will go.

On your data sheet there is a column, "slide number to start on". You will always

start on that number. On the slide carousel there are numbers ranging from
0 to 80. Using the start number on your data sheet, you will line the correspond-
ing number on carousel up with the notch on the side of the projector. To move

the carousel, push and hold the grey button marked "SELECT" on the side of the
projector down. While this button is down, you can move the carousel to any num-

oer that you want.

After you have completed this task (estimated the length of 10 lines), turn off
the projector. To do this, move the black switch on the projector from the "LOW"
position to the "OFF" position, then go on to the next station (Limb Steadiness

and Time Perception).
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Dougi as Ai rcraft Company Uýncl assi fled
MicDonnel 1 Dougl as Corporati on 2.GnI (A rPOI)T 1 11Lr

4. OLSCR IPTV(ý NOTES tp .f'pr"'d1,Iui' Iat)

Summarizes work of four contracts from August 1965 to April 1970
- ~ ~ ~ 5 PkuTi iC;Wtr ) 1' ,i,n!: o, .. i: nIS ampir

Ly'li R. Crce!,cr John S. Tarr
Douglas E. Wheeler Jack A. B~aldwin
Richard F. Gahriýýl ___Hoa3. Rostami________

6. R&lPIA1TEDrkil ?a.TOTAL NO. OF PAO E5 , NO. OF REFS

April 1970 __________ 150 -I.36

aa.CONTfACTOR GRANr N_._ 9a.,ORI(IlNATOW5 FILPf.)FT NWABE(3S()

NO0l f09-70.c-i -321 MDC X)698/01
b. PIROJE(UT NO.

N'00108-8290-21 31 _____

C. 9b. OTHER nflPORT NO(S) (Any Other~ 11;4,,iberS 010f IJay ho
assvignecd this ri-portl

All ciistrilhution of this report is controlled. Qualified DDC users shall requesl
throquni U.S. Naval Safety Center, U.S. 1!aval Air Station, Norfolk, Virginia.

iU'' V iARY NOILS~ I .. SPL- RIWI. Mu.'1 I*AP' ACTIVI*: Y

U.S. Naval Safety Center
No ne U.S. Naval Air Station

_____ _________________________ Norfol'k,_Virginia _____

13. IAL3T PACT

Becausec of the higýh ratio of human error induced to total Naval aviation accidents
the U.S. ý:aval Scfety Center, Norfolk, Virginia, in 1965 funded the first of

fou cntrct tostdy"human erro" under the heading Human Error Research
arid Analysis Program) (HERAP).

Data analysts havo deovelopedJ a data bank for records of 17,000 Navy pilots
(personal dctraining records and individual flight time) and acc-ident data.
Statislical tech!:,Iquc-s w,;ere applied to the data in an attempt to find predictive
mc-asurces for huniai error accidents. Sore success w,,as achieved.

Tw..o studies were conducted to provide additional insight into the recognition,
measurement, prediction and alleviation of f--tioue .'hen defined as "The
6cgradation in. po.,for-iarice or affective state, reSu~lting frmprev~ious w-,ork."
in the fIirst study two-man crews were moniitored continuously for two w~eeks
during high and low- w,.ork periods in an ASW S-2 simulator. Some indicators were
found but longer %,.:ork periods were needed to insure fatigue.

In the second study two-.man crews were run through 24 hour cycles of high and
low work loads of up to 18 hours duration. Performance decrement was obtained
and one measure %-.as sensitive to fatigue.
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